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EDITORIAL 
Dear Reader, 

As the kite season draws to an end and we come 
to the final issue of The Kiteflier of the year, we 
would especially like to thank all of the 
contributors and advertisers to The Kiteflier. 
Without you there woUld be no Kiteflier. The 
people who responded to our plea in the last 
issue are to be especially thanked - however we 
continue to need articles and other items to help 
fill the pages of the magazine. Keep sending 
them in. 

We once again plan to have a Trade Directory 
published in the January issue of The Kiteflier 
and a Group Directory in the April issue. In 
order to get the information for these we send a 
questionnaire to every trader or group we have 
on our database. If you are not on the database 
then we cannot send you the questionnaire. So 
if in doubt send us your address for inclusion. 

We hope everyone has a pleasant festive season 
and we look forward to seeing you on the kite 
field next year. 

Gill and Jon Bloom 

Front Cover Photo 

The front cover shows one of Randy Tom's 
kites flying at Portsmouth. 

Photograph by John Barker 



5usHSLL I GRE(TCER /wtrrHTMAN FLUT~o st.-e;o w•rH eoF Moo. 

I wa? ~irst put onto this Helen Buahell Sled by Vi Weeks who told me that the plan 
was J.n Margaret Gregers book 11lrore Kites for Everyone". Margaret by the WB\1 turned 
the original Kite into a double Sled. ' ' 

Vi said . that in the size given by Margaret 40inches tall, the Flute was ~ uite a good 
Fauna. lJ.fter, and ooul~ probably be scaled up. Through writing to Capt; Liok Wightman, 
of Rainbear fa.IOO., I discovered that ~e . had done just that, in a variety o":' ways, i.e. 
very narrow or -m.de Flutes and. the abJ.lity to add or subtraot pu1els quite eaail,y. 
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The d.iloonsions gi. ven are basicall,y Capt Dioks, but I increased the width of the rear 
flutes to 18 inches. The 2 inch ~ms on the fro~t panels were used to create the long
eron sleeves, the longerons themselves are via 'E'1 Or 12 mil ~11, tensioned with 
string. The outer bridles are a 30ft loop and the inners are 2~ ft approx. lq bridle 
is 500lb line, but as nw Kite construction is of the 4lb lump hamner and briok bolste r 
school, that is OTT. This kite seems to like a fair George Ra:f't, as at Ibm,pey 94, and 
it pulls like a Train • Those of you who are eagle eyed will see that I've drawn the 
Hole Template upside down ( wall,y) the d:i..ms are correct though. 14Y Mod ? • When I did a 
40 inch version, I noticed strain on the holes in line with the Keel Ibinta , so on the 
Bigg;r, I deleted one roe ? row of holes, so i t row has only 54. 

Oh, by the wa:y, In "More Kites for Ever )'OI¥i 11 ISBN 0-9t>13b80-1-4 Margaret says that 
Flute, as in pleat or ru:ffl.e. not music,;U. i nstum:mt (cant spell) as alleged in 
another Kite book. So if you want a sled. th?t whistles "Dixie" this Kit e is prob-

ably not for you /_ I _ "' • f -.::- .. O , •IJ 1 
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It's here~ and what's DJ.ore it's British :m.ade 

• 6-ft span (1 sq metre) soft quad 

• Ideal for beginner and experienced flier alike 

• Takes just minutes to learn to fly 

• "There's no other soft quad to match it!" 

Custom colours and graphics now available 

Would make a great special Christmas present. 
Contact your local dea/Ar now. 



Wroughton Buggy Thang 

What could be simpler? Invite everyone to get together 
to do some buggying. The date was an easy choice- the 
Portsmouth and Bristol International festivals are at 
either end of the same week, to bring kiters from round 
the world to England and there is a public holiday on the 
Monday in between. The site was convenient and central 
and I had organised buggying there before, so let's ring 
round and see how it looks . 

First port of call is Ian Meredith (a focal point for U.K. 
buggying) -he likes the idea and points out that he doesn't 
have a venue for the British National and suggests that 
we run it there. Next, contact Corey- can we call it a 
"Thang"? Corey is open, but wants to ensure that I don't 
confuse a thang (which is all about fun) and racing 
(which can have a totally different atmosphere). Peter 
Lyon should be able to make it and I leave a message for 
Joost (who's off globe-trotting again) to bring the 
Flexifoil battle-bus. After my running a week of 
buggying at the Greenham Common site the previous 
year, with insurance cover from the Land Yacht 
Federation, this disused airport had become an official 
Land Yacht site. Since the P.K.A. had been working 
closely with the Federation for insurance, I asked them if 
they could get cover for the event in the same way that 
they had arranged buggy cover at the 
Weston-Super-Mare festival. Mike said that they could 
only cover it if they did the same as before and held a 
P .K.A. race meeting. Ho-Hum. This is beginning to 
sound less like a Thang. Never mind, so long as it means 
that it covers the site and all the other fun and games, 
then it can work - it would be a chance for all the people 
who wouldn't normally go to a P .K.A. meeting to try out 
the system first hand and form an opinion based on 
experience rather than hearsay, and it would be a chance 
for the P .K.A. people to join in with everyone else. 

Everything looks set - the main people, the site, the 
insurance. My job will take me out of the country for the 
6 weeks before the date (a miserable 6 weeks stuck in 
California, but someone's got to do it), but we'll put an ad 
in the "Kiteflier" and it's all sewn up. One week before I 
leave and disaster - Mike says that there is no way that 
they can possibly involve the P.K.A. with Ian running the 
British National. They won't come now under any 
circumstances with Ian running a chaotic, cut-throat, "no 
rules" race on the same site. Not even if he doesn't run it 
(it's been published, so this is final) . I fume for a few 
minutes, looking at the advert which reads "special 
thanks to Mick for sorting out the insurance nightmare" 

and thinking it should read "special thanks to Mick for 
creating the insurance nightmare". I resolve that come 
hell or high water, it WILL go ahead. Ian, Mad John and 
Richard Marsh rally round to encourage me and I go 
hunting for insurance. It takes all week to sort out and 
with an offer from J oost to handle the cash flow, I sign 
the insurance at 4:30 on the Friday afternoon on my last 
day at work in the U.K. When I get home, there is a 
message on the answerphone. The landlord for the 
airport has had trouble from the council - people have 
been wanting to run events at the airfield that the 
neighbours object to (drag racing, tractor pulling and 
other noisy stuff) and they won't allow anything to 
happen on the site without planning permission. Just in 
case there wasn't enough going wrong, I had made a 
small typo in the advert - it said 19th August instead of 
29th-.. this would have to be sorted by word of mouth. I 
then left the country and I passed the whole mess on to . 
Richard Marsh of Tradewinds. In my absence, Richard 
saved the day. He struggle9, with the council (who 
wanted to help and offered a cheap alternative_ site, but it 
proved unsuitable), checked out every large chunk of 
land that he could think of, stalled the insurance people, 
negotiated prices and p~lled it all together. Unknown to 
me at the time, Richard paid £100 out of his own pocket 
to secure the site and Ian paid the £250 for insurance, 
because Joost had gone on holiday thinking that 
everything had fallen through. 

When I came back to the U.K., the only real job left to do 
was for me to put up signposts from Greenham to the 
new site at Wroughton airfield, just in case anyone hadn't 
heard the news on the grapevine. On the day, it all 
proved worthwhile. The day of the 29th brought 
sunshine and just the right amount of wind. I stayed on 
the gate to start with, and with so much money to recoup, 
I was heartened not only to see so many people turn up 
so quickly, but also to see several people be generous in 
their contributions, either on the spot or by offering to 
help further if we were short. Soon, I escaped down to 
the field and I must thank Joanne and Anne Harris for 
giving up their time to man the gate for much of the rest 
of the day. The airfield consists of 3 runways, all 
crossing at the same point, so we set up camp next to this 
crossing. There was a perimeter road all round the edge, 
so we had plenty of opportunity to explore and set 
whatever courses we felt appropriate. I had just upgraded 
my buggy to a tandem, using Steve Shapson's most 
excellent tandem adapter which is compatible with Lyon 
fittings, so I grabbed Bungle (Richard Liddlecote) and 
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went out to explore the surroundings. I' started with a 
7. 5m Peel and tanked around at a good rate of speed, but 
when we got back to the camp, we agreed to go for it and 
power up with me flying the 1 Om from the front and 
Bungle pushing with the 7.5m behind me. I am used to 
flying powerful kites, but was still surprised at the kick 
in the pants that I was delivered when Bungle powered up 
the kite behind me. We messed up the first turn, but soon 
had the hang of it. The power available in the gentle 
morning breeze was outstanding - when we tried a little 
too hard, we found ourselves· in a 4-wheel slide, a kinda 
interesting experience on fast tarmac. 

In the afternoon, we all picked a race number and queued 
up to have it stuck in place by Joanne (who seemed to 
relish the chance to rub every bloke's chest as she taped 
them down, but was refrained from attaching the packing 
tape to Mike Shaw's hairy torso). Having scouted the 
terrain, we chose three laps of a 4-cornered course. At 
other races, I would have considered carefully which kite 
would give me the best advantage, but at this event, other 
considerations seemed to take priority. My best option 
would probably have been my 7 .5m Peel, but Bungle was 
looking for a kite and I lent it to him. This left me with a 
fun option - I went off and found a volunteer to ride 
tandem with me. I figured that this would have several 
advantages, as it would be more fun, it would allow me 
to handle the power of the bigger kite more easily and it 
would be a good excuse if I didn't win. When Anne 
dropped the chequered flag, I had a good position, but 
immediately Richard Marsh dumped his kite across my 
lines. With my buggy just a few feet over the start-line, 
struggling with the mess, I could hear the shouts behind 
me: "Why aren't you going?", "I will as soon as this 
tandem gets out the way!", as Richard and I dropped our 
lines over most of the rest of the field. After fixing 
Richard, I was one of the very last to get away, but 
nonetheless, I (or rather we) were determined to see it 
through, and headed off after the rest of the field. 

The first leg was meant to be straight downwind, but was 
actually an easy broad reach. I took it carefully through 
the corner-to the close-reach leg and noted that the people 
who had missed the starting tangle had the best part of a 
lap of advantage over us, but encouragingly, we were 
passing the back markers already. A tight turn at the 
next corner brought us into about the closest reach that I 
could manage on a gentle uphill slope. Just as you begin 
to get the hang of it, the road turns just a few degrees 
tighter to the wind and the slope gets just a little steeper, 

so that you are forced to gybe and take several bites to 
reach the top. My passenger, Helen Morgan waves hello 
to her husband Paul Morgan as we pass him near the top, 
but there is no relief from the pressure of racing. The 
turn at the top sends us down-hill, down-wind and we 
have to tack across the hill to avoid over-running the kite. 
A delicate touch brings out one of the Peel's most 
endearing features - the ability to hang half stalled in the 
sky without collapsing, when the wind pressure is very 
low. Soon we are careering down the hill at high speed 
with only a few pounds of pressure against the huge 
canopy. An earlier practice has taught me to watch for 
the next curve, a gentle right-hander that powers up the 
kite which is already moving quickly. I take a wide line 
and apply the pressure progressively in order to slow up 
in time for the sharp left tack down the start/finish 
straight. I was to learn later that this corner cost Mike 
Shaw the race. He was winning at this point on the first 
lap, but used too much power and wiped out on the 
corner and dumped his kite in thistles. It took him three 
attempts to re-launch, during which he lost 8 places. He 
tried hard and clawed his way back through the field, but 
despite his determination could only regain 2nd place. As 
I continued into my second lap, I was content to be 
passing people regularly but was rudely woken to find 
that Chris Lamb had been gaining on me all the time and 
he passed me when a little too much power pulled me into 
the grass before the hill-climb. It was a strange match, 
the 1 Om Peel on my tandem against his modulus, but we 
battled closely up the hill and down the other side. At the 
corner where Mike stuffed up, I took it wide and easy, 
but Chris had the technique sorted by scrubbing the speed 
off on a patch of grass in the middle of the corner. 
Distressed to see him gain some distance on me, I 
powered up the 1 Om for the broad-reach section, 
sweeping the kite for maximum power against the 
additional side-grip available in the tandem. Chris might 
be a whole lap ahead, but I didn't want to see him get any 
further. With my encouragement, the extra traction of 
the tandem and the low rolling resistance of the asphalt, 
the kite delivered power with enthusiasm. Helen behind 
me held on as we worked up more speed than I think I've 
done before - during this, her maiden buggy-ride. As the 
corner loomed, I started to manoeuvre to soak off speed 
and hang the kite higher. The Peel had other ideas - it 
just powered up more, and the buggy skipped sideways 
as it accelerated further. The new direction coincided 
with the parked cars and they were coming up pretty fast, 
so I felt it wise to release the dead-man handles and 
career-past the check-point with no visible means of 
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propulsion. It might have been possible to recover the 
kite and re-join, but I felt that I'd had quite enough fun for 
that race and went to congratulate Chris on a race well 
won. The places went to Chris Lamb (1st), Mike Shaw 
and Dominic Early. The race proved to be a vindication 
of the "no rules" school of racing. It was fair, it was fun 
and the winner deserved his place. Having raced in both 
this type of environment and also having raced (and 
won!) under a more regimented regime, I am convinced 
that the attitude, atmosphere and fun that we had racing 
the British National is the way to go forward. 

Next thing on the schedule was a manic idea by Ian. We 
were all given a long balloon to tape to the rear axle of 
our buggies. We marked off a rather small area in which 
the dozen or so participants would play, blew a whistle 
and the person to keep their balloon the longest would be 
declared the winner. Since Chris had won the race, there 
was a general consensus that the whole fleet should first 
descend upon his buggy and he was quickly eliminated. 
The ensuing chaos proved to be immense fun - at any one 
time you would be acting both to attack some other 
buggy, while always defending your own rear. The 
technique seemed to be charge head-to-head, try to cut 
further upwind than your opponent, to turn downwind to 
catch his rear. The defence was to pass so closely that 
the attacker couldn't turn sharply enough to catch you, 
then run away. All of this was of course complicated by 
the fact that the sky was thick with kites and lines, so you 
could often not go the way you wanted to anyway. Mike 
Shaw and I were so determined to get each other that we 
ended up crashing head-on and driving over each other's 
w~~ls. This lunacy was so much fun that we did it all 
agam. 

The last organised event is believed to be a world first -
The first tandem race. We discussed the course and 
decided to modify it, taking out the fastest reach to make 
things safer and swapping the down-wind down hill 
section for an even more difficult downwind downhill 
section. Stretch Tucker was appointed chief judge, 
marshal and flag-waver. Both Ian (with Helen in tow) 
and I (with Joanne) decided that past experience had 
shown that our 1 Om's might be a little over the top and 
pulled out 7.5m Peels. Mike Shaw (& girlfriend) also 
opted for 7.5, while Bungle and Richard decided that a 
7.5 in the front with a Quadrifoil in the rear was the best 
combination. Chris Lamb and Jonathan powered up with 
a Modulus each, front and back. As soon as Stretch 
dropped the flag, the wind decided to change the course 

for us . First the wind dropped to the point where the kites 
were only just flying, then it moved so that the easy 
close-reach became almost due upwind. Soon we were 
weaving back and forth all over the track, trying to find 
a course that would bring us another few yards upwind 
without colliding kites or lines. During the first 50 yards 
of the race, I think that we all took turns being last, but it 
was the position as we turned the first corner that decided 
the race - Ian had a few tens of yards advantage on me 
getting to that corner, but once past it he covered another 
third of the track before I could also round it. The wind 
shift had made the two legs which we had expected to be 
difficult turn into a simple course back to the finish line, 
where the order was Ian first, followed by myself 
(Andrew), Mike Shaw, Bungle and Chris Lamb. 

As a gesture of thanks to Richard Marsh for sorting out 
all the problems detailed earlier, he was presented with 
the chequered flag, which had been signed by all present, 
together with a good few of the people who had not been 
able to make it on the day. 

The caretaker had enjoyed our stay was happy to let us 
stay well past our allotted time, so we had more time to 
mess around on the buggies, share food, drink and time 
together. It was a pleasure to take Stretch for a ride 
round the airport, and discuss the finer points of 
buggying and soft kite design with someone who while 
not being a buggier, had such a good background 
knowledge of soft kites and sailing. As the aoxomoxoa 
of the day sank in, I also reflected that without doubt, it 
was worth all the hassle. Everyone had enjoyed 
themselves, everyone was happy. Despite the high 
speeds and hard surface, the atmosphere had been 
conducive to safety (the racing was all about fun - no 
pressure to take risks) and the only injury was a sprained 
wrist (as Mike Shaw unceremoniously dumped his girl 
out of the back at the end of the tandem race!). The new 
ideas had worked well - particularly the balloon chase 
and people had been willing to dig deep to cover the nasty 
insurance charge. 

It is a little early to confirm anything yet, but I'd advise 
all buggiers to ensure that they leave the August Bank 
Holiday clear in their diaries for next year. With the 
added help that the British Buggy Club have found a real, 
open, comprehensive solution to the insurance problem, 
it might even be easy to organise ... 

Andrew Beattie 
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Ground Control Kites 
Can't get to the phone 
during the day ? Then 
ring Ground Control 
early evemng up to 
8pm 

West View 
Sturgate 

Gainsborough 
Lines 

DN21 5PX 
T ei/Fax 0427 838414 

Dynema line and straps still available at £5.00 with most kites. 
Mail order at no extra cost. Free post and packing on all kites and parts I spares over £15 . 
All major credit cards accepted on telephone orders for same day dispatch. 
For a full price of kites and spares I diy parts list just ring or write to the above address 

Light flite 
Lightflite --- ----- --86.00 
Lightflite Heavy ---63.00 
Lightflite S --------90.00 
Lightflite Radial 116.00 
Flexifoil 
Hotshot 4ft -------46.50 
Skysail Stacker 6ft 59.95 
Quattro or Splitz 6 ft74 .95 
Pro speed ---------77.50 
Rainbow 6ft -----79.75 
Proteam 8ft ----- 110.25 
Super 10 10ft --- 129.00 
Hyper 12 12ft --- 295.00 
Pico ---------------39.90 
Impulse ----------'-69.50 
Scorpion -------- 119.50 
Fizz 
Fizzwing ---- -- ----36.00 
Energy ------------60.00 
Tempo ------------75.00 
Bantam -----------89.00 
Phantom -------- 125.00 
Swallow Tail ---- 125.00 
High Profile ----- 130.00 
Highlystnmg 
3-1ISL ----- ---- 149.00 
3-11 Sport ------ 159.00 
Ariel ------------ 159.00 
Checkmate ------ 169.00 
Revolution 
Rev 1 Classic --- 150.00 
Rev-1-Rainbow - 180.00 
Rev-2-Basic -------90.00 

Rev-2-Classic --- 105.00 
Rev-2-Rainbow - 120.00 
Quadrifoil 
2 sq/m ------ ---- 149.00 . 
3sq/m -------- --- 219.00 
Ground Zero 
Jester -------------85 .00 
Jester 2 ----------85.00 
Jester Arc Light ---95 .00 

Skynasaur 
Trixter ----------- -89.00 

Tracer --- ------- 170.00 

Highflyers 
Wild Thang ------17.99 
Spectre X ---------28.99 
Speed Thang ------29.99 
Sprite -------------39.99 
Club Spectre ------ 45.99 
Club Sport --------59.99 
Club Spirit --------79.99 
Shadow 111 -------79.99 
Team Spirit ll ----99.99 
Power House 

Jazz --------------29.95 
Storm -------------39.95 
Lapwing ----------59.95 
Blade -------------89.95 
Blade(Silent) ------99.95 
Edge --------------99.95 
Team ----- ------ 199.95 
Air-Crafts 
Mistral ------------14.95 
Zonda 54 ---------29.50 
Zonda Whisper ----39.99 
Zonda Gem -------54.00 
Zonda 70 ---------49.50 
Zonda Sport ----- --98.00 

Rare Air New Prices 

Piranha ----------30.00 

Air Devil ---------50.00 
Air Shield -------- 55.00 
Cheeteye --------- 60.00 
Pro Stealth --- --- 110.00 
Pro Shield ----~- 115.00 
Assagai --------- 130.00 
Spectrum ------- 135.00 
Flash Angel ----- 140.00 
Windwarrior --- 150.00 

RipstopN nvlon 
Carringtons ripstop 

1/1.5 meter wide 2.50 p/m 
American Ripstop various 

widths 2.00 p/m 
Polyester ripstop 2.50 p/m 

Carbon Rod 
1.5mm ------ 1.02p/m 
2mm -------- 1.36 p/m 
3.0mm ------ 2.14 p/m 
4mm -- ------ 2.72 p/m 

Carbon Tube 
5.5mm ------- 2.62 p/m 
6mm --------- 3.08 p/m 
6.35mrn ------ 3.98 p/m 
8mm --------- 5.82 p/m 
5.5mm Beman U/ L .8m 
2.29 each 
6.3mm Beman U/ L .8m 
2.75 each 
5.5mm AFC Shaft .8m 

50mm Dacron Tape.60 p/m 
60mm Dacron Tape.60 p/m 
2" Ripair Tape --- .55 p/m 

Fibre Glass Rod 
L5mm ------------- .34 p/m 
2mm -------------- .34 p/m 
3mm --------------.40 p/m 
4mm ~------------- . 56 p/m 
5mm --------------.64 p/m 
6.35mm ------ - -- -- .88 p/m 

Fibre Glass Tube 
6.35mm ----------- .74 p/m 
8mm -------------- .98 p/m 
9.5mm ----------- 1.10 p/m 

Nocks 
HT nock ---------- .36 each 
Beiter nock -------- .96 each 
Beman nock ------- .50 each 
Budget nock 5.5mm .12 each 
Budget nock 8mm - .15 each 
Dura nock 5.5/6mm .24 each 

2.66 each Moulded "T" Piece 
Tubing Clear PVC 5.5mm-6mm -------.80 each 

IlD OlD L/edge Fittings 
3mm 6mm .40 p/m Dura edge --------- .35 each 
4mm 6mm .40 p/m Conflex ------------ .45 each 
5mrn 8mm .45 p/m End Caps 
5mm 11mm .70 p/m 2mm ----.5eachl0 for.40 
6mm 9mm _. 50 p/m 2mm long .5eachl0 for.40 
8mm llmm .60 p/m 3mm ---- .5eachl0 for.40 
Black Rubber Tubing 4mm ---- .6eachl0 for. 50 

5.5mm ------ 1.90 p/m 5mm ---- .6eachl0 for.50 
6.35mm ----- 2.00 p/m 5.5mm ---.6eachl0 for.50 
8mm -------- 2.10 p/m 6.35mm - .7eachl0 for.60 

Bridle Line Black 9.5mm --- .7eachl0 for.60 
Low Stretch .15 p/m Spar To Sail Clips 
Polyester 110 lb.IO p/m 3mm-4mm-5mm .10 each 
Sleeving ----- .25 p/m Dihedrals 
Tapes 3mm-4mm. -------- .15 each 

I" Poly..:Prop Webbing.22 p/m5mm -------------- .20 each 
2"Heavy NoseWebbing.50p/m e&eo 
50mm Ripstop Tape.55 p/m 
25mm Dacron Tape .40 p/m 

Free post on orders over £15 tel/fax 0427 838414 access/visa welcomed 



Introduction to Sport Kites 
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I will attempt to pass on some of the good advice 
that I have picked up over the last couple of years -
if you have a particular question let me know and I 
will cover it in the future. 

The best advice given to me when I started flying 
was "wait until the wind is right". 

When you have just got a new kite you will want to 
fly it straightaway, however now is the time for a 
little patience. 

Wind Speed 
You will need to check that the wind is strong 
enough for you to be able to fly. For an 8 foot kite 
you should be able to fly in 10 mile an hour wind. 

Which brings us back to "wait until the wind is 
right" . How do you know if the wind is right. 
Never mind what the numbers say watch how the 
trees move or smoke or clouds. But most of all feel 
how your kite reacts. Below is a wind scale to help 
you. 

Beaufort number Average What to look for 
and Designation MPH 

OCalm Less than 1 No wind; smoke rises 
vertically 

1 Light Air 1 - 3 Wind direction just shown by 
smoke 

2 Light Breeze 4-7 Leaves rustle, wind elt on 
face, flags flap lazily 

3 Gentle Breeze 8- 12 Leaves and small twigs in 
constant motion; flags 
extended 

4 Moderate 13- 18 Raises dust and loose paper; 

Breeze 
small branches move 

5 Fresh Breeze 19-24 Branches and small trees 
sway 

6 Strong Breeze 25-31 Large branches move; 
whistling in phone and 
electric wires 

7 Moderate Gale 32-38 Whole trees in motion. 

First Flight 
For your first light try and fly in 10 mile an hour 
winds (these are ideal winds for sport kites). Ifyou 
have followed the instructions which came with the 
kite (read them now if you haven't read them yet) it 
should fly up to a stall high in the sky. If it doesn't 
you may need to adjust the bridle. All adjustments 
can be done by eye, or by reference to the marks on 
the bridle lines. 

Good Idea No 1 

Check all the parts of the 
kite to ensure that no 
part has been broken 
then ensure the spreader 
vinyl's are secure. Glue 
or tape them if they 
move up or down the 
leading edge. 

Launch 

Good Idea No 2 

Measure the mark on 
the left side ofthe bridle 
then ensure the mark on 
the right is in the correct 
place. Ifthe marks have 
been drawn on by pen 
you can sew some 
cotton over the mark to 
make it permanent. 

To launch the kite pull evenly on the lines. Don't 
raise your hands above your chest, it is more of a 
pulling action towards you. If the wind and kite are 
ok this will launch it. If it doesn't launch or only lifts 
a little way then spins and crashes it may be the 
bridle needs adjusting, if you can, get an 
experienced flyer to help you - most will be more 
than happy to help we all started at one time. 

To make the kite lift off following what I have just 
described you need to move the bridle rings up the 
bridle lines towards the nose of the kite. Move 1/4 
inch at a time, if the kite still will not launch move 
the bridle rings again. If it still doesn't fly 1) check 
the wind or 2) go for help. 

If when you launch the kite it flies quickly to the top 
of the sky and seems to want to fly over your head, 
and when you make turns they are large or the kite 
falls out of the sky. In less severe cases you may 
notice the "pull" of the kite on the lines reduce 
greatly when you turn. Then as before an 
adjustment of the bridle may be needed. 
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Introduction to Sport Kites 
--·· !U t :.J · •• 

In the second example the bridle rings will need to 
be moved down the bridle lines away from ~he nose 
of the kite. Again only move them 1/4 inch at a 
time. You should gradually feel the pull become 
more consistent during turns without the kite being 
pulled out of the sky. It should fly high in the sky 
but it should not overtly, that is get so high 
overhead that it can be pulled out of the sky. 

Good Idea No 3 

If you find the bridle rings moving about when you 
are flying try rubbing beeswax on the bridle lines. 
You can get beeswax from some craft shops or 
archery stores. 

This practice move will help you gain confidence 
flying directly down to the ground and turns at the 
edge of the wind. 

I have previously mentioned one of the practice 
moves that will help you become a better flyer. I 
will now give you some ideas on how to produce the 
finer skills of flying . 

Speed Control 
If you stand still and fly the first practice move you 
will notice that the kite ·stows down as you fly 
straight up and then speeds up again when you fly 
down. To improve the consistency of flight speed 
you will need to adjust your position on the ground. 

L------------------- Again fly the first practice move; however this time 

The amount you move the bridle rings will affect the 
way the kite flies and the way it flies in different 
winds. Test what happens in stronger and lighter 
winds, see how the kite reacts, try and feel the 
reaction of the kite from the kite lines. The ways 
that I have said to adjust the kite are not the same as 
some people would, the adjustments I have given 
work for me. I don't like being pulled about in 
strong wind so I move the rings up to lessen the 
pull. In lighter winds I like the kite to give some 
"feel" - this makes it pull, turn tighter and fly 
forward slower. For you, practice and see which 
way you like best. 

In this section I will try and help you to fly your kite 
like the experts. To do this I will tell you about 
some practice exercises. The first is the inverted 
"T". This figure can be flown in either direction. 
From the left the sequence is, ground pass to the 
right, left 90 turn (directly down wind), straight up, 
right 180 turn, straight down, left turn 90, ground 
pass to the edge of the wind, left 180 turn, ground 
pass, right 90 turn (directly down wind), straight up, 
left 180 turn, straight, down, right 90 turn, ground 
pass to th~ edge of the wind, right 180 turn; start 
agam. 

walk backwards on the vertical up leg and forward 
on the vertical down leg. In doing this you should 
(in wind below 15 mph) be able to maintain a 
constant speed. 

Now spend 10 or 15 minutes flying this over and 
over again, then fly it in the opposite direction. 

Square Turns 
The next practice figure is a square. This can be 
flown in either direction and can be rotated around 
its entre to form a diamond. For this practice you 
will be developing speed control and square turns. 
Firstly, fly a square and practice speed control. 
When you are confident with the idea of flying the 
square the next stage is to make each turn a 90 
degree turn. To do this you will need to learn the 
"push" turn. This involves pushing with the left 
hand to turn right and pushing with the right hand to 
turn left. To practice push turns fly squares, fly one 
to the left then one to the right. 

When you have the square the next thing is to learn 
to punch the turn. This will make the turn more 
precise and crisp. To do this don't just push the 
turn, punch and snap back. When you practice this 
ensure you practice both left and right. 

Now spend 10 to 15 minutes flying this over and Ground Gaining Manoeuvres 
over again, then fly it in the opposite direction. The next practice is more for competition flyers. It 
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involves ground _gaining manoeuvres. The can also 
be very useful when flying in light wind conditions. 

The first thing to do is have an area laid out in which 
you then fly. This should be some kind of physical i 

boundary; it could be an arena, the area of a football 
field or you ground stake. The ground stake can be 
very useful as it is a reference point from the 
moment you launch. 

The first exercise involves lying and gaining ground 
by walking downwind. Remember to try and keep 
your flying speed as constant as possible (in very 
light wind this can be sacrificed). 

To do the first exercise you will need to have some 
way of checking your movement across the ground, 
I suggest putting a spare ground stake at the point 
from which you launch. 

Now that you have a reference point you can fly as 
normal, but you also need to walk forward every 
time you fly towards the ground, in the same way 
you did when learning speed control. In constant 
winds this alone will be enough to gain ground. 
However, you will also need to gain ground in 
variable winds and so to do this you will need to 
walk forward whenever you can. To practice this 
you will need to learn to recognize the increase of 
wind pressure on the kite and react to it. To do this 
you may find it useful to practice in very light winds 
(the lightest you can fly in). When you fly in the 
lightest winds try and hold or touch the flying lines 
as this will help you feel the kites reaction to the 
different wind speeds. Whenever you feel the 
pressure on the line increase your walk downwind. 
The idea is to try and finish at a point downwind 
from your ground stake. This is not an easy exercise 
and it will take many hours of practice to perfect. 

When flying in very light wind the amount of 
movement you will need to turn the kite will be 
greatly reduced, again holding or touching the line 
will enable you to feel the kite and the way in which 
it is reacting during flight. 

.Simon Dann 

SHURIKEN 
Razor sharp tracking, endless 
floats, pin point axles. Owned 
and flown by the UK's top flyers. 

Wingspan 
Weight 
Frame 
Sail 
Wind range 

102 inches 
11 oz's 
Beman Light 15 
Carrington Novare K42 
3mph- 22mph 

Ultra light 6.5 oz's version now available 

AXLE 
Need a high precision free style 
kite, Axle lives up to its name. 

Wingspan 
Weight 
Frame 
Sail 
Wind range 

86inches 
8 oz's 
5.5mm linear carbon fibre tube 
Carrington Novare K42 
4mph -25mph 

JAVELIN 
3/4 size package, full size high 
power performance. 

Wingspan 
Weight 
Frame 
Sail 
Wind range 

ZIPPER 

75inches 
7 oz's 
5.5mm linear carbon fibre tube 
Carrington Novare K42 
4mph -25mph 

Fast furious fun, great on its own, 
mind blowing as a stack. 

Wingspan 
Weight 
Frame 
Sail 
Wind range 

58 inches 
4 oz's 
5.5mm linear carbon fibre tube 
Carrington Novare K42 
5mph -30mph 

tk.e Spl.l"l.t 

e:::=it~ tk.e Kl.te 

Spirit of Air Kites, 38 Churchward Drive, St. Andrews Park, Newport, 
Gwent, NP9 OSB 
Tel: 0633 290094 

Tmde enquiries welcome 



KITE REVIEWS 
In this issue we introduce a new feature of kite reviews. We 
would like to thank our two reviewers this issue. For future 
issues if kite makers have something to review contact us and 
we will organise a reviewer. 

Shuriken from Spirit of Air Kites 

Spirit of Air Kites is a new kite making venture that is 
located in Wales. It follows in the fine tradition of other 
Welsh based kite making luminaries such as, Steve Brockett, 
Spider, Dan Leigh and Martyn Lawrence. 

The Shuriken is the flag ship of a range of four stunt deltas, 
the Zipper, Javelin and soon to be released Axle being the 
other three. 

The Shuriken is a bold 11 panelled 103" by 43" kite. A main 
feature of the sail design are the wing tip "kicks" or "paddles" 
which serve to increase wing tip sail area, and with the help 
of their supporting battens create stabilising wash out. These 
together with an "Angelesque" vent near the T -piece combine 
to produce a striking looking wing of handsome proportions. 

The workmanship in the crafting of the sail is of the highest 
order, with all seams rolled so that there are no raw edges. 
The hot cutting of the reinforcing dacron patches around the 
nose, T -piece and the junctions of the subtly radiused trailing 
edge panels is neat and uniform. All the seams are tidy with 
no loose or dangling threads. 

The frame and fittings also show the same attention to detail, 
all spar ends are sanded smooth, and the choice of "custom" 
connectors and moulded frame furniture give the kite a 
purposeful air of professionalism. 

The Shuriken has a claimed wind range of 3 to 22 mph which 
is in the ball park for a 11 oz kite. All of my flying of the kite 
has been in the comfortable 8 to 15 zone, and in these winds 
on 135' of 150 lb. spectra the kite has been a joy to fly. 

Straight line tracking is formidable, in fact "rail straight" 
would be an appropriate phrase if I could bring myself to use 
it. 90 degree and acute angle manoeuvres are accomplished 
with out trauma as are carved and spin turns. Forward speed 
is moderate as is the pull and consistent through out the 
appreciably wide window, the Shuriken also responds well to 
speed control and snap stalls with alacrity. 

Hey, this is one cool precision kite! 

OK, now for the tricky stuff. Launches seem to be trouble free 
from the usual positions, in fact the only no go is the classic 
belly down nose towards you sceriario, Over to you here Carl! 
The kite leaps up from the leading edge regardless of whether 
the nqse points out to the edge or into the centre, it preferred 

belly launches to be out towards the edges in the stronger 
breezes though. 

The new breed of ground and aerial bombastics hold no terror 
for the Shuriken either. Axles, coin tosses, flips and floats are 
all well within the kites capability, the Shuriken is ·also 
forgiving enough to let you get away with the odd botched 
hand movement without going hysterical and is tough 
enough to hold together when the inevitable happens. 

So what have we got with the Shuriken ? Well, apart from an 
impressive looking kite that is well put together, we have a 
very accomplished flyer that is hard to put down once you 
have picked it up, and I guess that is the ultimate test of any 
kite. Although the interpreta~on of a kites flying qualities is 
necessarily a very subjective thing, I would have no problem 
in recommending this kite to anyone. 

GREGEYNON 

The CLUB SPORT from High Flyers. 

I must say, before you read the following review of this kite, 
that I have a certain soft spot for this kite. The reason being 
that it was my first serious kite. 

This kite is made up of two colours in six panels of K42 
Rip stop - black and a colour if it is a pre 1994 kite or blue and 
a colour for a 1994 onwards version. It is based on the Tim 
Benson classic 'Phantom' design and it is a good kite with 
which to test the water with regards to 8 foot wingspan kite. 
You will be able to do most moves with this kite and if you 
are into power or buggying they an be stacked successfully. 

I would suggest that if you do buy this kite then upgrade the 
standoffs to 3mm carbon as, in my view, those supplied with 
the kite are too flexible. The remainder of the frame is made 
up of 6mm carbon and can withstand a fair degree of 
punishment. 

The wind range of the Club Sport is from 5 - 25 mph so, as 
you an see, it will perform in most wind conditions. It is best 
flown on 150ft of 150lb lines so as to extract the best 
performance with its fast turns and at times a moderate pull 
- you have been warned! 

For those of you who like to 'tinker' and adjust the bridle 
settings of your kite I would suggest that you leave the bridle 
on the factory settings and not adjust this one. I found that 
bridle adjustments seemed to make very little difference to 
the kites flying ability. 

I liken this kite to a Ford- it does everything averagely and 
nothing exceptionally - but I still love it. 

Tim Garland 
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Convention 1994 
After the events of this years convention we thought it would be 
worth explaining the exact circumstances of the events leading Convention '94 lnome Outgoings 
up to the Saturday evening. People may not be aware that the 
Kite Society organise and pay for the convention day on Friday. 
Portsmouth Entertainments (part of the council) organise and pay BIF from '93 25-l5 .56 
for the Saturday evening. During the lead up to the convention 
we were mislead into thinking that we would be using the same Meal Income Sat 465 .00 

room in the Pyramids as was used in 1993 - however we were 
wrong. When we visited the site just before the event we found, 

Meal Fri Lunch 216.00 

to our disgust, that the room booked was much smaller. On Meal Fri Evening 581.00 
expressing our concern we were told that we were limited to 120 Cost Roons + Fri 1265.00 
people. We were tempted to cancel but would be unable to find Meals 
anything else at such short notice. We emphasised that this limit 
was just for the meal and were re-assured that this was the case Cost Sturay Meal 500.00 
and more people would be able to come along afterwards. Lecturers 1100.00 
However, as we now know the limit was for everything - Expenses 
including the auction afterwards. All we can do is apologise for 
the situation and hope that despite all of the happenings those Stationery etc. 62 .00 
who attended enjoyed themselves. Auction 1840.70 

On another note we have reproduced the questionnaire that was TOTAL 5648.26 2927 .00 
available at the convention below. Please fill this in and return it 

Less Costs 2927.00 
as we can then decide where the 1995 convention should be. For 
your information the favourite places from the returns we have Unpaid Auction 195.00 
already had are Bristol and Coventry. 

CIF to 1995 2526.26 

QUESTIONAIRE 

We are asking the readers to give us their views regarding the location and format of future conventions. 
Please take just a few minutes to answer the questions below and send your form to The Kite Society, P. 0. 
Box 2274, Gt Horkesley, Colchester C06 4AY. 

1 In which location should the 1995 Kite Society of Great Britain convention be held. Please be as specific 
as possible. 

2 Should the Kite Society of Great Britain convention be attached to an established kite festival? YES/NO 

3 If the answer to 2 was NO should the Kite Society of Great Britain organise a festival to go with the 
convention? YES/NO 

4 What time of year should the convention be held? 

5 What day of the week should the convention be held? 

6 What are you looking for from the convention? 

7 How much of a registration fee would you be prepared to pay for the convention and what elements of 
the convention should this fee include? 

Any other comments? 
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From the B.O.F. 

By mw I ass'Ulre that Gill and Jon 
are pretty fed up with wearing their sa
fety He~ts as a guard a against all t
hose literary Brickbats, they must have 
received over the Nomadic Auction and 
Dinner in a cupboard we had at t he Fbm
pey Comrention. 

Not to worry, in years to come we '11 
look back and laugh at . that debacle;but 
mt at the fact that poor planning by 
Pompey Council, could have cost us the 
thick end of a Grand in potential rece
ipts, due in part to the fact that lots 
of people who were looking forward to 
the Auction, left in disgust, without 
making any Bids, vrhich is not surprisi
ng reiDJ.¥ as it was very cold on that 
terrace 1 coupled with the lack of a P.~ 

Not that I bla.rre a.IliY'One who left ea
rly 1 as it was daft of Pompey Council 
to allocate us a cupboard with a Fire 
certificate of approx 66 seated and 95 
standing as the venue for the Dinner 
and Auction, when 250 or more Ki ters 
were hoping to attend. With hindsight 
of course, the Invincible Suite at the 
Hospitality Inn would have served admi
raly, but then as they sey Hindsight is 
a wonderful thing and very accurate. 

What is strange to roo, is that the 
Fifteen Year memory of Fhillip Morant 
School, is like looking down the wrong 
end of a Telescope. Did we really do 
what we did at the Cro·wn Pub? 

Ft.lll.I\Y-ily emugh, I also can't help 
thinld.ng that Allan and nwself, got the 
better part of the deal when we agreed 
that it would be better if Gill and Jon 
were to do K. 0. N. whilst Allan and I 
became Kontributers as did many others. 

Be that as it may 1 having heard all 
manner of weird and wonderful theories 
and rumours as to how KON/KSGB is run, 
I can't help laughing, as I think I kn~ 
ow how it is. Benevolent Dictatorship? 
but of course, what else is there? 

Think on this, If at next years con
vention Gill and Jon arrived with a la
rge cardboard box, saying, 'This is the 
Kite Society and everything appertaini
ng to it, we've had enough, stick it 
where the monkey stuck the Nuts' where 
would we be? Up the .creek, thats for 
sure, as who would take it on? Not you 
or I for that matter as is a monster 
that takes over your life and is certa
inly not the Licence to print lkmey that 
some members seem to think. 

In fact,in the not too distant fUtu
re, on the subject of tald.ng over your 
life, we will all have to grasp one or 
two rather Prickly Nettles. 

With that, I'd just like to say to 
Gill and Jon, well done and thankyou, 
Fifteen Years? You dont get that for 
Murder. 

In case anyone wonders, I've writt
en this as an ordinary 100mber, by acci
dent I was in at the beginning, mthing 
rrore, I've paid rrw Sub every year, and 
am entitled to nw Two funn' orth as are 
you. 

Cheers, John Barker (B.O.F.) 

P. S. 
In II\Y' op1.mon, the Hospitality I nn 

Open Imritational Masters, Vlorld Cup 
Ballet and Precision Car ?arldng Chall
enge was won by 1v1a.urice Elsworth of 
the l"\ent Kite Klub, by such a ~n, 
that it could be regarded as a Walkover. 
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1\IT~AIJILIT~ 
ll~~()M~()I: 1\ITI:~ ~~() 

1\ITI: M~ TI:VI~L~ 

Now the kiting season's over, 
We've been to 94's last fest. 
It's nearly time for winter boots, 
and to shake out the thermal vest. 

New years projects planned and lots to 
with ripstop, spars and ~ots of glue, 
The sewing machine is near at hand, 
much better than an elastic band. 

We would like to do our usual 
and wish you Christmas Greetin 
Hope you all have a Happy New 
and we will see you at 95's m 

Not forgetting our kiti g friends, 
from North, South, Eas and West, 
and many places in be een, 
We wish you all the b st. 

Best greetings f~om KITEABILITY 
Please don't t very p .••• d, 
just look for ard to 1995 
and the new ITEABILITY list. 

Best wishes 

' 
2, Garfield Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN3 4RP Tel: 081-804 9080 

' -t C~t 
Proprietor : Mrs. P. Dell 

• 



:teSociety 
Goo es 

The items listed below are now available "from The Kite Society. Each item features the logo of the Kite 
Society (as shown above) embroidered in full colour. They are available in a variety of colours and sizes 
as shown. It is also possible, for an additional payment, to have your name embroidered below the logo. 

Size Price Colours Available 

Sweatshirt S/M/L £22.00 Sky Blue 

XL/XXL £23.00 Royal Blue 

Polo Shirt M/L £21.00 Yellow 

XL/ XXL £22.00 Burgundy 

White Pilots Shirt (Short Sleeve) 14" - 18" £25.00 Bottle Green 

White Pilots Shirt (Long Sleeve) 14" - 18" £26.00 Red 

Body Warmer All Sizes £35.00 White 

Baseball Cap - £15.00 Black 

Embroidered Name per item £2.00 Navy Blue 

Also available is the Kite Society 15 year Embroidered Badge £2.50 - enclose S.A.E. for postage. 

If you wish to place an order for any of the items listed then please complete the form below and return it to The Kite Society 
with full payment Cheques should be made payable to The Kite Society. Note that we will place an order with the suppliers 
when we have 10 or more items required as this cuts down the delivery cost to us. In general, however, 28 days should be 
allowed before delivery. 

~ r---------------- .... ---------- - .. 
Name 

Address 

Post Code Telephone 

Item Size Colour Qty Price 

Please give a second choice colour if possible. Sub-Total 

P & P is £2.50 for 1 item and £3.50 for 2 or more. P&P 
Ha name (or names) is required then please state clearly 

Grand Total which name belongs to which item. (Use a separate piece of 
paper if necessary). 

Total 

Please 
supply the 
following: 

L----------------------------~ 



CARRINGTDN RIPSTDP 

If vou are lookin'q fat' r· ipstop we have the 
lar~est stock s of - Carrinqton sports fabrics 
in ~urope. We hold anything upto 10 ,000 mts 
in stock at an y one time depending dn 
a vailabilit v . We welcome trade enquiries 
and bulk or~ers from schools etc. We can 
offer reduced Prices to bul k purchasers. 
In addition to the prices listed below we 
sell full rolis and clearance rolls from as 
little as £0.60 mtr. 
PAY US A VISIT AND PICK UP A BARGAIN 

RIPSTOP t:''RICES 
Assorted seconds ................... £1.25 mtr 
<Our top selling fabric) 
Premium quality seconds .... •.. •.... £2.50 mtr 
<usually no obvious faults) 
First 9u ~ lity flesh colour ripstop .. £1.99 mtr 
Uncoated ripstop ................... £0.80 mtr 
Balloon riPstop ................... • £1.25 mtr 
(su itable ~or ~ingle line k ites, soft kites, 
tails, windsoc ks~ bags etc 
!'iPEqAL QEFER!'j 
White coated ripstop <minimum 10mtsl 90 p mtr 
490 mtr r oll x 1 ~65mts wide white ripstoP to 
include coated~ uncoa t ed material ... £145. 00 
RIPSTOP REPAIR TAPE (specify colour> .. 30r ft 
DACRON TAPE lblac k l 1" ...•.....•..... 

2" ....••.•••..... 
3" ................ . 

2" dacron available pre-folded ..... . 

5 l)p mtr· 
70p mtr 
90p mtr 
85p mtr-

col oured dacron also available at abov e prices 
RIPSTOP EDGING TAPE 1.5 oz for light wind 
kites. 2" .............. SOp mtr 
NOSE WEBBING ............•..•.......... 22p ft 
REINFORCED SELLOTAPE small roll ....... 75p ea 

large roll ......... £ 3. 49 
ALLY RINGS 1/2", 5 / 8" or 3/4" ........... 6p ea 
'D ' RINGS 1 / 2" or· 3/4" ................. 6p ea 
BOW ADJUSTERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6P ea 
END CAPS WITH LUGS 4mm or 6mm ......... 12p ea 
END CAPS 2mm,2.5mm,3mm,4mm,5.5mm,6.35mm 6p ea 
12mm made of v invl. Other sizes rubber) 

END CAPS 1/2" x 5.5. 6 or· 6. 3 mm <vinyl> Bp ea 
E~ID CAPS 1 /2 " x Bmm lvinyll . . . . . . . . . . Bp ea 
END CAPS 1" x 5.5, 6 o r 6. 35mm <v inyl>. 12p ea 
Also a va ilable as stand off socket on request. 
GROMMETTS 3 mm, 4mm, 5.5mm, 6.35mm .•.... 6p ea 
ARROW NOCKS 5.5mm ~ Smm. IRedl •.......• 20p ea 
BEMAN NOCKS 5.5mm, 5.9mm or 6.35mm .... 40p ea 
DURA NOCK 5.5mm or 6mm .........•...... 25p ea 
SHOCK CORD 3 mm lblackl ............•.. 55p mtr 

MOULDED CENTRE BOSS ...•••............. SOp ea 
SAIL or SPAR GRABBER 2mm or 3mm ....... 20p ea 
RUBBER TUBE 5.5mm, 5.9mm, 6mm, 6.35mm . SOp ft 
PVC TUBE Smm .....•.................... 60p ft 
LEADING EDGE TO SPREADER FITTINGS •.... 40p ea 
FERRULE 4mm . . . . . . • • • . • • • • . . . • . • • . . . . • . SOp ea 
FERRULE 5.5mm, 5.9mm, 6mm, 6.35mm ... . . SOp ea 
FERRULE Br-ass Bm~· ........... , . . . . . . . . £1. 60ea 
T P IECE 4mm down, 3 mm across ....•..... 20p ea 

DIHEDRALS 3mm or 4mm .................. 18p ea 
DIHEDRALS 5mm, 6mm or 6. 3 5mm •......... 28p ea 
SWIVELS 65 lb .....•.. . .....•.......... 25p ea 
SWIVELS 150 lb ..........••............ 35p ea 
SWIVELS 250 lb or 3 50 lb •.••.•........ 45p ea 
BALL BEARING SWIVELS <pack of 3 1 ...•.•• £2.99 
<ten stainless steel bearings per swivel> 
CLIPS medium ......................•... 15p ea 
CLIPS larqe ...•..••...••...........•.. 18p ea 
KITE PEG: ...•........ • ......•..•.•..•. 3 0p ea 
SAND STAKE 17" .................•....... £1.75 
CORVSCREW GROUND ANCHOR <large Bmm dial £2.99 
STAKE TAILS <multi coloured) ..•........ 99p ea 
LEATHER PALMED FLYING GLOVES ....•...... £2.20 
KITE FLYERS BELT ...................•... £6.35 
FLYING STRAPS lstdl ....•............ £2.99 pr 
FLYING STRAPS <e x tra softl ......•... £3.99 pr 
FINGER STRAPS <very softl ........... £ 3 .99 pr 
PADDED STRAPS ..•..•...........•..••• £4.99 pr 
HEAVY DUTY HANDLES ......•..........• £3.49 pr 
SHANTI CRAZY 8 WINDER ................ £·5.99 ea 
HANDLE small (redl ................•.... 25p ea 
HANDLE large <redl ................•••.• SOp ea 
HALO WINDER spe-cial purchase •.... only 89p ea 
RING REEL small .................•.....• £2.50 
RING REEL large ...•.................•.• £3.50 
LINE WINDER <flat I ............... . ..... £2.99 
QUAD WINDER .....•...•..•......•........ £5.99 
RIPSTOP SLEEVE BAG long, med short ..... . £1.75 
RIPSTOP WINDER & LINE BAG .•.....•••••.. £1.25 
RIPTOP SPAR BAG ••••...•••....•.•••...•• £1.25 
TUBULAR PLASTIC TAIL ••••••••••••••••.• 6p mtr 
FLAT PLASTIC TAIL .••..••.••...•..•.••• 4p mtr 
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DROGUE medium ....•...•................. 
DROGUE large ..........•............•... 

£2.99 
£5.50 
£2.39 
£3 .49 
£4.75 

SPINNING WINDSOCK 270mm multicolour 
SPINNING WINDSOCK 600mm 
SPINNING WINDSOCK 1000mm 
SPINNING WINDSOCK 1500mm 
SPINNING WINDSOCK 2750mm 
FISH WINDSOCK 1500mm 

£6.99 
... £15.99 
.•.. £6.99 

TUBULAR RIPSTDP TAIL 

10 section r/stop tail. Approx 5 0 ft long 
looks great with any kite and excellent value 

ONLY £9.99 each 
75ft £14.99, 100ft £18.99, 150ft £27.99 
Most colours available to special order 

BRIDLE LINE lblackl ...•....•....•.... 15p mtr 
BRIDLE LINE. DYNEEMA CORED Black ..... 2 0p mtr 
STACKING LINES short ................... £1.99 
STACKING LINES medium or long •.•.•..... £2.50 
(please specify leading edge length> 
LOCTITE SUPERGLUE tube ........••....... £1.99 

bottle ............... £2.65 
PIE IN THE SKY VIDEO •..•••......•... . . £12.99 
FLEXIFOIL VIDEO .••..•..•••............ £3.99 
FLEXIFOIL SCORPION T-SHIRT ...•.....•... £9.50 

SWEATSHIRT •.........••....•. £17.50 
WATERPROOF FULLY LINED JACKET £89.90 

BEMAN TEE SHIRTS ••••••••.•••.......... £10.99 
BEMAN SPORT SHIRT EMBROIDERED LOGO •... £19.99 
REVOLUTION T-SHIRT •••.•••••••..••..... £11.99 
REVOLUTION HAT ........•...••..••...•.• £11.99 
CARRINGTONS BAG NYLON ..•....•••..•. £2.50 mtr 
(resistant to salt water) 
WINDSPEED INDICATOR .....••............ £24.99 
LINE FERRY .•...••.••..•.••..••...•.... £13.95 
TEDDY BEAR 10" +HARNESS~ 25" CHUTE ... £9.95 
HOT KNIFE inc tip •.••..•..•••.••.••..• £29.99 
(uses lighter fuel, portable, adjustable temp> 
MESH ...................••.•.•••••.• £6.99 mtr 
MESH 2 mtr x 75 mm <white) ..•. . ..... . .. £1.25 

MA~AZINES * MAGAZINES * MAGAZINES 

American Kite £ 3 .50 Ki te Lines £ 3 .50 
DRACHEN MAGAZINE £3.75 

Have a subscription ~ be sure of getting 
your copy as soon as its available 

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION 
ANY ONE MAGAZINE £15.00 inc p~P 

OR SUBSCRIBE TO TWO FOR £28.00 P~P FREE 
or subscribe to all th r ee for £40.00 ~E_EBEE 

BOOKS + BOOKS + BOOKS + BOOKS 

MAKING~ FLYING FIGHTER KITES Gallot . . £13.99 
MAKING KITES Baker/Denyer ..••...••.• • .• £8.95 
KITES A PRACTICAL H/BOOK Moulton/Lloyd £12.95 
KITES TO MAKE~ FLY Rowlands ••....•• . . £13.99 
KITES~ WINDSOCKS Rowlands .••.•..••. • • £13.99 
MAKING~ FLYING MODERN KITES ..•.•••. . • £13.99 
KITEWORKS IPapet•back I £10.95 <Hardback l £14.95 
PENQUIN BOOK OF KITES .••••••••.•.•••.• £9.99 
BOOK OF KITES <Paperback! £3.50 IH/backl £5.95 
STUNT KITES TO MAKE & FLY ••.•.•..•••.. £14.99 
STUNT KITES 2 ••••...•......••... ~ ..•.• £14.99 
KITE COOKERY Sq.Ldr. Don Dunford •••.•. £3.99 
NEW: 24 KITE DESIGNS Isaac Rust........ £6.9-9 

NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW 
KITE PRECISION by Ron Reich .••.••..•.• £12.99 
Includes individual, couples & team flying 
for delta, Flexi foil ~ Revolution kites. Plus 
details of fully choreographed ballet routines 
Ran won over 100 1st place awards over a 
7 year period . He was twice voted flyer of the 
year in an American Kite mag survey and has 
given seminars since 1988. If you only buy one 
book buy this one. 

* KITE LIGHTS * KITE LIGHTS • 

FLASHING REO LED IN A SELF CONTAINED UNIT 
lvisable from 1000ftl 

EXCELLENT VALUE at £3.65 inc batts 

NEW: KITE MATE 
Used for removing tight spars frbm leading 

edge fittings. Everyone should own one £1.99 



WI NDO W KITE thev dent ~l y but look ... £ 3 .99 
~t- eat in the cat' 

KITE BAG Full length ................. £16.99 
f ~ ITE BAG Full len9th t"i 9 id ......••..• £39.99 

KITE LINE 

BRAIDED POLYESTER 

250ft :·: 45lb .. £4.75 
?50ft X 95lb .. £4.98 
25°Ft K 220lb . £6.75 
lOOO ft X 70lb £14.49 
lOOOft x 145lb £17.85 

250ft X 70lb .. £4.90 
250ft X 145lb . £6.50 
1000ft X 45lb £13.49 
1000ft x 95lb £15.49 
1000ft x 20•:Ub £17.99 

30 mtt~ :·: 8 kq twisted line On car d ..• 35p ea 
1k~ lappro x 41 00mtsl 8kg line twisted £18.99 
l k ~ (aDp t-o >: 2700mts> 15k':l line £22.95 

DYNEEMA 

300 ft X 100 lb 
300 f t ~< 1 50 l b 
300 f t ;.; 200 1 b 
3 00 ft .. 300 lb 
1 3(1 f t :-: 45•) lb 

150 ft .. 50 lb 
151) ft X 80 lb 
150 f t :-: 15.9 f t 
150 f t :-: 200 1 b 
150 f t !·: 3 .00 1 b 
13(1 ft ,. 450 lb 

BUDGET UNSLEEVED ..... £9.95 
UNSLEEVED ICOATEDI •. £12.99 

£17.25 
£18.75 

sleev ed 

............. £14.99 

£7.25 
£8.25 
£8.25 

£11.50 
£12.50 
£19.50 

SLEEVJNG small r medium, lar~e ... .. .. 30p mtr 
SLEEVING KITS small, medium. large .... £1.99 

S~ANTI SJ:'ECJRA . LJI'.n:: I NEW LOW PRICES) 

75 ·ft :: 80 lb sleeved ............. £6.99 
150 ft .. 80 lb ••..••..•.•• £12.99 
15(1 ft X 150 lb •••••••••••• £12.99 
150ft X 200 lb ••••••• • •••• £16.99 
1 50 ft .. 275 l b . . . . . . . . . . . . £ 19. 99 

LINE EQUALIZER ................•..• ONLY £2.99 

SHANli HARDWOOD SPOOL !lifetime guarantee) 
as above . with 500ft x 2 0 lb line £3.99 
as abov e with 500 ft x 30 lb line £4.90 
as above with 5 00 ft x 60 lb line £5.49 

LARGE RED HANDLE + 15 K~ x 60mtr line . £1.99 

NE!"E._!?LJ~!3St:IQ!_.J:IU.!3GY now in stock £249 
F'L.E:xtF'dfL 8Uf:mV- 1n. stock ••••....•.•••.. £329 

INTEREST FREE CREDIT 

EXAMPLE ONE: Slingshot Buggy plus 
Spide.- BB 3 mtr 

Lines, winder etc 
Deposit £69.00 & 6 monthly payments of £80 

TOTAL PRICE £549.00 OX APR 
FINANCE OVER LONGER PERIODS AVAILABLE 

PHONE FOR DETAILS 

ALL OTHER BUGGY /K ITE COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE 

E XAMPLE TWO: Revolution Classic 
Lines, winder etc 

Depos it £18. 00 & 6 monthly payments of £ 2 6 
TOTAL PRICE £174.00 OX APR 

NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW * NEW 

E XAMPLE THREE: We now offe.- 3 months interest 
free credit that in most cases 
can be arranged in just a few 
minutes o ver the phone. The 
goods can be posted to y ou on 
the same day 

Registered with the Offi c e of Fair Tradin~ 
Licen s ed Cred it Br okers 

KITE SOCIETY DISCOUNT 
available on mail orders over £ 5 or 

all orders at the shop 
10% FOR CASH OR CHEQUE PAYMENTS 

7% FOR CARD PAYMENTS 
(e xcludes books, hot knives. Modulus) 

CANNOCK KITES 
4 - 6 CHU RCH STREET , 

BRIDGTOUN. CANNOCK, STAFFORDSHIRE, 
ENGLAND. US1 1 3D 
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POLYESTER SEWING THREAD 1000yds •• . •... £1.20 
BULK CONE 5000yds •.• • •••..••...... . •••• £2.99 
Stand it on the floor with domestic machine 
!both available in black or white) 

SPARS + SPARS + SPARS + SPARS 

1/8th x 36" 30p 
3/16th X 36" 35p 
1/4" X 36" 40p 

5.5mm £1.89 
BEMAN NOCKS all 

6ft spar complete 
half spar ••••••• 
6 ft Ultraflex spar 
Brass ferrule 

5.9mm 
sizes 

£1.99 
as above 

6.35 mm 

£10.45 
£5.70 

£13.80 
£1.60 

£2.19 
40p ea 

'lc:J.!:.E> A typical 8 ft delta stunt kite will 
use 8 Beman shafts and 3 ferrules TOTAL COST 
£17.52 QB. 3 budget spars TOTAL COST £16.50 
Taking into account the vastly imp r oved 
performance of Beman spars AND the low cost 
of our Carrington ripstop it makes sense to 
make a quality kite using materials supplied 
by Cannock ~; ites. (.prices based on 5.5mml 

I_l!l:le 

1.5mm x 2.5mtr 
2mm x 2.5mtr 

£2.05 
£2.75 

5.Smm x 2.5mtr £5.50 
6mm x 2.5mtr £6.50 
6.35mm >: 2.5mtr £7.96 3mm x 2.5mtr £4.30 
8mm x 2.Smtr £9.50 4mm x 2.5mtr £5.50 

8mm x 1 mtr £7.99 
(8mm solid carbon combined with a std stacker 
spar ~ ferrule for a budget alternative for 
the 8/10ft fle x ifoils. Total price £20.04 

1.5mm x 2.5mtr 
2mm x 2.5mtr 

£0.85 
£0.85 

3mm x 2.5mtr £1.30 
4mm x 2.5mtr £1.50 
5mm x 2.5mtr £1.80 
6. 35mm >: 2. 5mtr £2.50 

h.35mm >: 2.5mtr £2.00 
~m x 2.5mtr £2.50 
9.5mm x 2.5mtr £2.70 
12.5mm x 2.Smtr £3.50 

PRIVILEGED CUSTOMER CARD 

We have decided that we would like to reward 
our many loyal customers who appreciate our 
e xcellent range of products and consisitantly 
low prices. Our privileged customer card is 
available to anyone on request. You will be 
allocated your own identification number which 
will enable us to record each purchase that 
you make. You will be rewarded with an extra 
discount that will grow as your level of 
purchases grow. The more you spend with us 
the larger the discount. 
THIS DISCOUNT WILL BE GIVEN IN ADDITION TO 
A KITE CLUB DISCOUNT IF APPLICABLE. FULL 
DETAILS ON REQUEST. -------+ CARRIAGE + CARRIAGE + CARRIAGE + 

ADD 10% FOR CARRIAGE UPTO A MAXIMUM OF £4.00 
(minimum £1.001 

GUARANTEED 48 HR CARRIER £7.50 
GUARANTEED 24 HR CARRIER £9.50 

WHY NOT PAY US A VISIT. ONLY 3 MINS FROM 
JUNCTION 11 OF M6 

Leave M6 at junc 11, head towat·ds Cannoc k. 
Turn ri~ht at A5 roundabout. Turn l eft at 1st 
traffic light and 1st left again. Park behind 
shop. 

NEW: WIND TENT 
6 FT WIDE , BUILT IN FLOOR, BRIGHT COLOURS. 

ONLY £25.99 

ENQUIRIES & TRADE LIHE 
Tel: 054.3 .571400 

Fax: 054.3 57.3177 

PHONE C/CARD ORDERS FREE 

c::>., C>BOO 3 1 8909 
VISA. MASTERCARD. SWITCH 

Who else wa.nts your business so much 
they will even pay fot' the call 
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I Rokkaku Challenge 94/95 I A 

We would like to thank all of the teams and individuals who took part in the Rokkaku Challenge 1994. 
The winners ofthe team event were Team Vertigo. The Team Spirit award went to Team Brick Wall. 
The individual winner for 1994 was Ray Oakhill. 

As many of you will know the rules for the Rokkaku Challenge were discussed at the convention held in 
Portsm~mth and a number of changes agreed by those present. Unfortunately we have not yet received the 
new rules from The ~oop Troop who were collating them. When we have them ,then they will be 
published in The Kiteflier- hopefully in the January edition. 

After the happenings at Bristol (where the rounds of the Rokkaku Challenge were unnecessarily disrupted 
by Sport Kites Displays) we received a number of complaints from the teams and therefore have decided 
that for 1995 the final round ofthe Challenge will be at Portsmouth. 

The locations for the 1995 Rokkaku Challenge are: 

Blackheath Easter 
Basingstoke 
Weymouth 
Portsmouth 
Monmouth 
Washington 
Convention Festival 
Blackheath Summer 

••• • ~tallord·~ 
:Indian Kite~ a Sole Importer olqualty kies from India 

stronger winds of Western Europe. "' 
They heve been •stefforr:lised• by the addition of 
bridles end reinforcement ·or vulnerable -points. 
Sales end after ules service by Stafford et most 
mejor Kite Festive/sin the UK. 
Also available: 
lndien style wooden reels. 
Cotton flying line es used in India. 

•• Stifford Wallace: (between festivals) tel. 0780- 460 389 
25, Main Street, Emplngham, Rutland, LE15 8PR. 

WAY ON HIGH 
C a-pu.c.h.-t:n. Y CL/l,d 

ChL.Vt-c-h S-t-/UZ.e-t; 
1-1 e/1.-e-(;o-"l..-CL 
HR7 2LR 

0432 264206 

STOCKIST & DISTRIBUTOR 
ofr tl7,e DARK STAR friom 

AIRDYNAMICS 

Ray BeJtludt f,.tie/., 3 DARK STARS 
Mcuk Couervf/z,y ~ 3 DARK STARS 

Ro/;. McWha ~ 1 DARK STAR 
Team AIRHEADS {yty 3 DARK STARS 

(who t.h,ey ? ) 

SO-SHOULDN'T YOU BE 
FLYING ONE! 

' 
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I Bits and Pieces I 
TRADE NEWS 

Sky Kites is a new kite shop which has opened at 
17 The Oval, Sidcup, Kent DA15 9ER. Telephone 
0181 302 8203 . They are open Monday ·- Friday 
10.00am- 6.00pm with a late night on Friday until 
9.00pm. Saturday opening is 9.00am- 6.00pm with 
Sunday 10.00am - 2.00pm. There is easy parking 
outside and they have a coffee machine and toilet 
facilities. 

Peter Dawson has told us·' of a new, serious, kite 
shop in Oxford covering a good range of kites and 
bits. Daryl will give a 10% discount to club 
members - just show your card. He is based just up 
Cowley Road from the Magdellen Brioge at 
Oddballs Kite Shop, 34 Cowley Road, Oxford. 
Telephone 0865 200678. 

The shop is also setting up the Oxford Kite Club and 
is planning to meet on the last Sunday of the month 
at Port Meadow. For more information contact 
Daryl. 

We have also received some information from 
Oddballs International Ltd telling us of their Kite 
and Juggling shops, one of which is mentioned 
above. The other shops are at 323 Upper Street, 
Islington, London N1 2XQ, Tel 0171 704 8228 and 
2 Camden Lock Place, Camden, London Tel 0171 
284 2460. 

Oddballs was founded in the mid-eighties and were 
originally just juggling. They are now fully 
converted. All shops stock an extensive range from 
many manufacturers including Flexis, Peter Hall, 
High Flyers, Prisms Dunfords, Air Craft and many 
more. 

Kreative Kites have moved - their new address is 
59 Bartholomew Street, Newbury, Berks RG14 
5QH. Telephone 9635 528400. They also have 
revised their opening hours to Monday - Saturday 
9. 00 - 5. 00. There are now stocking a range of 
single, twin and quad line kites. 

a 

CAN YOU HELP 

Ron Foot has written to us as follows: "In 'Kites' by 
Mr Ron Moulton published in 1978 I find reference 
to my Grandfather William Herbert Akehurst 
organising secretary of the Kite Flying Association 
of Great Britain, formed under the presidency of 
Major Baden-Powell. 

"I also learn from other sources that the HQ of the 
latter association was at 27 Victory Road, 
Wimbledon, at which address my mother was born. 
Among her effects I have discovered a small 
medallion inscribed on one side 'Aerial League 2nd 
prize' and on the other her initials (1915), together 
with two other medallions bearing the legend 'The 
Kite and Model Aeroplane Association'. 

"It seems that many event were organised on 
Wimbledon Common until the outbreak of World 
War I in 1914, after which interest appears to have 
diminished considerable. 

"I wonder whether anyone could assist me in 
compiling a family history with any further sources 
from which I could learn more of my ancestors' 
involvement with these associations?" 

If anyone can help then write to Ron Foot, 7 
Hartland Way, Morden, Surrey SM4 5QN. 

CORRECTIONS 

Stephen Billings has written to point out a few 
errors that crept into the reproduction of his 
Superman Badge Kite in the M.K.F. pages last 
ISSUe. 

1. The lines A,C,D should be A,C,B. 

2. The front point ofthe keel is 3 1/8 inches from the 
nose. 

3 .. The kite does not fly wide end up. 
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AIR BORN KITES 
97TRAFALGARSTREET 

BRIGHTON 
SUSSEX 
BN14ER 

TEL/FAX (0273) 676740 

SHOP OPENING HOURS : MON- SAT 9:30am- 6pm 
MAIL ORDER SERVICE A V AILABLE 

SANDPIPER SPECIFICATIONS 
SPAN: 8FT 
WIND RANGE: 1-15 mp.h 
SAIL: CARRINGTON NOV ARE 
FRAME: 5.5SL BEMAN 

SANDPIPER 
SPORTS KITE WORTH £120.00 

* *FREE PRIZE DRAW ENTRY FORM * * 

TO ALL KITE SOCIETY MEMBERS - PLEASE SEND TO ADDRESS 
ABOVE 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

TELEPHONE NO. 
KITE SOCIETY NO. ----------------- EXPIRY DATE 

TO BE DRAWN ON 01 DECEMBER 1994 
DETAILS OF WINNER TO BE PUBLISHED IN JAN ' 94 KITEFLIER 
SANDPIPER COLOUR CHOICE SUBJECT TO A V AILABILITY 
ONE ENTRY FORM PER PERSON 



I Bits and Pieces I a: 
SPEED WiNG 

Page 64 Figure 1 

Page 65 Figure 3 

Jlase 67 Speedwing 3xi 

LAHEMBRA 

Page 68 Figure 1 

ELMAHO 

Page 72 Figure 1 

KRYPTON-S 

Page 76 Figure 1 

SPUTNIK4 

Page 79 Figure 1 

Page 84 Figure 12 

Page 85 Figure 15 

Page 86 Figure 20 

Ian Gardner has sent us a copy of the current 
corrections to the published plans in the first edition 
of "Stunt Kites II" . The second edition will have 
this list enclosed in each book. (See Above) 

GROUP NEWS 

20cm should be 56cm 

2.5cm should be 3cm. 

aluminium ring: 32cm from nose 
Bridle clips: approx. 56cm from 
hole on leading edge 

measurements D and E: 80mm 
G 1: 400mm from A 
880mm should be 900mm 
882.5mm should be 910mm 
240mm should be 230mm 
23mm should be 33mm 

18mm (lower left) should be 
12mm 
33mm (lower left) should be 
37mm 
Gl: 530mm from A 

36mm (upper left) should be 
126mm 

gauze fabric: 312cm should be 
473cm 

X and Y should be reversed 

X and Y should be reversed 

a.-c measurements missing: from 
top to bottom: 4, 11, 22, 37 and 
57 cm. 

Westmorland Close, Mistley, Essex G011 1L Y. 
Telephone 0206 393228 or 0206 393719. They 
cover the whole of the Suffolk. They produce a 
quarterly magazine, gain discount at local kite 
shops, have public liability insurance. Fees are: 
Family £15 
Single £10 
Un-employed/Senior Citizen £5.00 

The Suffolk Kite Flyers have given us an update of .C~dren under 14 £2.50 
their activities. The contact is Brian Dickinson, 25 Children 14- 18 £5 .00. 

I The Kitejlier- October 1994- Page 24 I 
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Offset anchors give optimum line positi0n ' re~ul1:1ng in reduced 

Feel the dlftetUi:e 

e Unique offset anchors • Staggered finger grip • Ample knuckle room 

' e ~rubber or foam ·.e 5 Colour options • RRP £2.50 each 
' :"':',· v.._ 

Availa~le·· fa.om . c;tll gf?od stockists or in case of difficulty direct from 
f 



I Bits and Pieces I 
PRESS RELEASES 

Below is a selection of press releases that 
have been sent to us by the various 
manufacturers and shops. We are always 
pleased to receive information of this type. 

News from Inflight. 

To celebrate a very successful trading year Inflight 
has two special offers for Christmas: For a limited 
period the Twister (1 sq metre quad line) and 
Bladerunner (1 sq metre dual line) soft kites are 
offered in both custom colours and/or a new graphic 
at the standard catalogue price. 

Additionally, at a small additional charge, both these 
kites are being made available to your own 
customized graphic. You will have the chance to 
have your own, unique Twister or Bladerunner. 

For delivery by Christmas, orders for custom 
colours should be placed by 1st December and for 
custom graphics by 15th November. 

For full details of this offer contact your local 
lnflight stockist, a list of which an be obtained by 
sending a stamped addressed envelope to In:flight, 
Normanby Park Workshops, Normanby Road, 
Scunthorpe DN15 8QZ, or by fax to 0724 865329. 

Cannock Kites 

Airdynamics 

Dark Star news from Airdynamics - The Dark Star 
is now in Mark 2 form, they have been refining the 
original design and incorporating a number of 
improvements which make the kite easier to fly 
while retaining the agility which makes the Dark 
Star such fun to fly. Also new is the Airbrake - this 
is a dedicated addon for flying the Dark Star in high 
winds. As far as we know, this is the first kite to 
have such a device designed as an intergral part of 
the sail. It means that you can fly in winds of25mph 
plus. 

We are delighted that Ray Bethell, World Record 
Holder and current North American Freestyle 
champion is now flying Dark Stars in competition 
and Ray has won the North American regionals. 

We are very pleased to be working with Steve 
Gibson of Way on High Kites. Steve will be 
handling trade sales for us in the U.K. Steve can be 
contacted by phone on 0432 264206 or by tell fax 
c/o Airdynamics 0432 271598. 

Lost and sorely missed. ... if anyone found a club 
hammer at Portsmouth or an orange Cordwheel at 
Bristol I would appreciate a call. The latter is 
distinguished by a large quantity of white nylon 
braided line and gold lettering on one side giving 
length, breaking strength and size. Call Jerry Swift 
0737 769459- its got to be worth a pint!! 

Cannock Kites now have in stock the 3.5" computer DEVON: An informal group has been formed for 
disk to go with the new Stunt Kites 2 book (New flying/ideas exchange/FUN!, loosely centred on the 
Designs, Buggies and Boats). EXETER area. 

The cost is £9.85 or £8 .50 if purchased with the 
book. For more details contact: 

Cannock Kites 
4-6 Church Street 
Bridgetown 
Cannock 
Staffs WS 11 3D B. 
Tel/fax 0543 573177. 

No venue has been confirmed yet, but fly-ins are 
scheduled for the first Sunday of each month. 
Please contact John Staplehurst for details on 
0392-464875 I 264875 (24hrs); ore-mail me on 
JAStaple@ex.ac.uk. 
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Private Ads 

Swap 3:11 Sport in good condition, plus slight cash 
adjustment, for Rare Air Wind Warrior or sell for £110. 
Also has anyone out there got a 1. 9m AirCraft legend 
which they want to sell! Contact John Spurting, room no 
T0047, University Hall, Birchwood Wood, Penylan, 
Cardiff CF2 S 7B. 

Flexifoil Impulse (pink/black) as new. 
One hours use - £55.00. 
Phone 0603 33749. 

Rev 2 sail only and handles- £30.00 . 
Martin Lester Shark- Carbon Fibre spine- £100. 
Mini Hawiian plus 75ft x 50lb line- £30. 
Rokkaku 1 Metre pink/aqua new- £12. 
Phone 0603 31964 (evenings) . 

lOft Flexifoil, colour black, used only twice - £85 o.n.o. 
Also Rev 1 colour black and red complete with lines and 
video - £100. £160.00 for both. Telephone Charlie or 
Linda on 0724 847355. 

Wanted - 6 foot Flexifoil, any quantity. Phone Giles 
Smith anytime after 6.00pm on 0903 872349. 

For Sale, Rev 1 sail, flo pink/black, very good condition 
- £40. o.n.o. Tel 0635 872186. 

For Sale 'Whizzie Feathers' as seen at Bristol this year. 
£1.50 each or £5.00 for 4 (plus SOp P&P. Contact: 
Toody Oakhill or Mik Jennison at Flat 29, Astra House, 
Kings Road, Brghton, East Sussex, BNl 2HJ. Tel 0273 
321395 . Payment with order please (cheques payable to 
J Oakhill). For further details see 'Aerodyne' this issue. 

Who collects kite st:a.nlps, (old) postcards, old etchings 
and other kite related items? (kithings?). Who has double 
items and likes to swop? We collect, we have double 
items and we like to swap. 

If you are interested, please write to Jan Fischer, 
Teylingerweg 72, 2114 EL Vogelenzang, Netherlands tel 
00 31 2502 45627. 

For Sale- 3:11 Sport by Highly Strung in blue (same 
colours as pie in The Kite Company's Brochure). Superb 
condition, only flown five times. Genuine reason for 
sale. £125 excluding lines and handles. Contact Simon 
Tompson on 0803 325648. 



World Cup V 
.. 

Fourteen teams came to Le Touquet, France from many in the terrible conditions. It is their misfortune that we 
points around the world to be part of a team sport kite will always remember it as the sad farce car park cup. 
flying jamboree, a celebration and display of the finest Ultimately what is damaged most is the credibility of the 
formation flying the world can offer. These expectations World Cup as an event that anyone will want to compete 
were completely undermined by event organisers and in if that is how things are run. Lets not forget, the fliers 
officials who, for whatever reasons, allowed the hold the ultimate sanction (ie no teams means no 
competition to be staged largely outside the competition) · and I foresee that one of the few positive 
internationally recognised competition regulations (how outcomes ofWorld Cup five will be to bring forward the 
do the compilers feel about that?) and in such a manner day when fliers form their own international federation 
as to ridicule (rather than promote) the notion of team since it is clear that, despite the rule book, no one is 
sport kite flying as a serious sport and the abilities of the presently looking after their interests. For too long now 
participants/competitors. I have little doubt that all the the rules and conditions of competitions have been set by 
scores and the eventual outcome could have been vastly people who have, at best, very little to do with 
different had not everything been dictated by individuals competitive team or individual flying. Fliers everywhere 
and considerations that took no account whatsoever of feel that they have been badly let down and that they have 
the teams themselves. For those who don't already know no voice in how their sport is run. It often feels as though 
the event was a fudge from start to finish. Competitors all the officials (organisers, judges, field director etc etc) 
were told many things both before and during the are setting "traps" and that it has become a competition 
competition when clearly there was never any intention between the judges and the teams rather than between the 
that those things would take place. Individuals from teams themselves. The whole show is presently dictated 
every section of the organisation are either directly by vested financial interest when what is most important 
responsible or otherwise implicated. The competition is the vested flying interests of the competitors . The 
arena was switched from the expansive beach (where the latter can easily lead to the full satisfaction of the former. 
very strong winds were at least smooth) to the promenade World Cup five was a disgrace the like of which most 
car park, creating an unmanageable turbulence problem never be allowed to happen again. 
for all the teams (no thanks to the judges for setting a Enough Negativity. Aircraft (and I'm sure all the other 
precision compulsory that included a 3 point landing). teams too) are confident that the organisers ofWorld Cup 
The very strong winds on Friday and (more so) Saturday six in Australia will do much to right the obvious wrongs 
were consistently above the 30mph maximum gusting of World Cup five and we wish them every success with 
over 40mph at times yet officials insisted on running the the event. We hope we can qualify and join them there. 
competition to schedule despite continuous, reasoned and We certainly intend to continue to positively promote our 
reasonable protests from competitors, turning the sport and to push for changes in the make up and actions 
pl~ed feast of flying into the car park crash derby. No of past and present organisers who are clearly implicated 
one from any level of the organisation was willing to take in operating the present sham. The only way is up. See 
responsibility for staging the event in a manner that you down under? 
showed any respect for the rules, the fliers themselves or 
the (not so many in the bad weather) public who turned Jeremy Boyce on behalf of Airkraft. 
up to watch. A lot of people paid a lot of money to attend 
what quickly became a much devalued event. At least I P.S. we invite any competitive fliers (active in the last 12 
was in with a chance of place on the podium. For many months?) interested in joining/working on a fliers 
competitors the two days were little more than a battle for association for two and four line kitefliers to contact 
survival (ask the two Japanese women who flew) and, Airkraft at 153 Stoke Newington Church Street, London 
although the teams gamely took on the conditions with Nl6 OUH. Tel 071 275 8799. 
every piece of equipment they could find in an effort to 
mitigate the disgusting conditions they were forced to fly The following results were posted to the Internet by 
in, the World Cup was reduced to the level of a sad farce. Craig Won g. 

I didn't write just to recriminate and certainly not to The following World Cup results are unofficial since a 
quibble the result. I congratulate Tsunami on their win, final written set of scores were not posted at the event. I 
they are good fellows and good fliers and they flew clean reviewed my video tapes of the event over the weekend 

I 
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World Cup V 
and transcribed the information as best I could. For those 
of you that have the time and inclination, you can 
compute the ballet scores yourself. 

Ballet was worth 70% and precision as weighted at 30%. 

Please note the scores reflect two days of competition 
under very difficulf conditions that challenged the outer 
limits of equipment and skills. The demo day (Sunday) 
gave the teams a chance to show the appreciative crowd 
what they could do and why they are the best in their 
respective countries. 

Precision Final Score 

Tsunami 71.83 81.39 

AirKraft 69.67 79.56 

Crazy 62.30 69.17 
Diamonds 

Lung Ta 52.51 68 .71 

TeamBanzai 55 .54 65 .34 

Bay Area 61.71 61.71 
Sundowners 

A66 42.37 57.89 

Lucky Landing 53 .83 54.75 
Albatros 

TeamXS 46.01 47.82 

Dike Hoppers 47.40 43.62 

TeamKS 32.90 42.05 
Mission 

High Life 22.59 39.63 

Lamina Flow 15 .32 22.00 

Ocean Breeze 44.96 13.49 

Art Kites 

The Art Kite Association - News from Charlie 
Charlton-

I am interested in setting up a new group within the 
kite scene and would like to know if anyone else out 
there is interested in joining in. Although there are 
many regional groups/clubs of kite makers and fliers 
within the UK and Europe - to my knowledge there 
are no groups dedicated purely to artistic kiting. 
Why bother, you may ask, to set up a group solely 
for those interested in Art Kites. Well although our 
current kiting organisations strive to promote all 
forms of kiting, often the interest tends to focus 
upon the kites' performance and not its aesthetic 
value. Kite making and flying now has such a wide 
range of activities, from sport kite competitions at 
many levels, buggying, teddy bear dropping, 
Rokkaku fighting, Indian fighting, and the list goes 
on. Very few of the kite festivals in Britain however 
have any room for the more artistic sides to kiting 
whether that be patchwork, applique, or painted 
kites. 

I propose to set up (ifthere is sufficient interest) a 
group dedicated to the promotion and display of 
artistic kites, specifically patchwork, applique and 
painted, which would encourage the growth of this 
area of kiting and help to spread a free flow of 
information, skills and techniques to as many people 
as possible within the kiting world as well as 
attempting to get artistic kite making more accepted 
within the artistic community as a whole and also 
the wider community through the exhibition of kites 
as art in their own right. Anyone interested in these 
ideas or anyone who has any suggestions that may 
help please contact me at the following address: 

Charlie Charlton, 
38 Beechway 
Maghull 
Merseyside 
L31 HIP 

Telephone 051 526 9913 . 
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I.C.KITES ......_..... 
A WIDE VARIETY OF 

KITES AND ACCESSORIES 
AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER 

FLY OUR· RANGE AT TUE NORTUAMPTON KITE 
. FLY-IN ON TUE FIRST SUNDAY OF EVERY MONTU 

FROM lOAM TO 4PM AT TUE NORTUAMPTON RACE 
COURSE , ST GEORGES AVENUE. 

,~ ~~ ~BEAR 
<c, ~· ~~ ~ 

~~t;)~vr;~~ ~.GJ~IJii!~ 
FREE BROCUURE CALL
TEl.: (0604) f43314 

12, WILLOW CLOSE 
SPRATTON 
NORTUAMPTON 
NN6 fJU 

Visit ouR 

STAND 
ANd WE 

z: 
! I I 

will DElivER: ~ 
StAffoRd's INdiAN Fiql-ltERS ~ 

CusroM..-MAdE Ripsrop BAdqEs :::::::;;. 
KiTE PiNS .... 

SpoRT KiTES I 
ChildREN's KitEs -· 

' ' 10% DiscouNT (KirE Socioy MEMbERS) 
oN puRc~ASES of' £2 ~ ANd AOOVE e --

Sliinlcy & Dick TuRpiN 
} BEEcliUX>OdAvENUE 
BunbAGE 

::c 
HiNcklEy • I I I . 
LEicESTER • • 
lElO 2HD I 

....._aa_::; .. ·_.:.:,:·_04_~_5_2,_o_7_,6 ___ •I••• 

Golden 
Volley 
Kites 

1 Line, 2 Line & 
4 Line Kites 
Childrens Kites 
Novelty Kites 
Sports Kites 
Accessories 

Mail Order. 
See us at Festivals, 

Throughout the 
Summer. 

13, South Close 
Long/evens 
Gloucester 
GL29HZ 

Price List Available on 
Request. 
10% Discount To Kite 
Society Members. 

V :0452-522074 

MllLf:(jt1fl!E S 
:2 s;: 

NEW WORKSHOP WITH TRADE 
COUNTER OPENS NOV 15th 

Tuesday-Saturday 10-6.30 
Drey House,The Maltings, Old 
Amersham, Bucks, HP? OES 

Telephone :0494 431726 

> Flexifoil International Agents. 
> Kite repair service 
>Accessories, handles,line,videos & books 
> Information on local events. 
> Mail order colour brochure 

Town Hall 

WE ARE 

HERE 

SUPPLIERS FOR BUCK I NGHRMSH I RE 
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Event News I 

MIDDLE WALLOP 
Middle Wallop's August Festival was opened up to 
a weekend rather than a single Sunday meeting, and 
attracted over 600 individual kiteflyers. The Air 
Museum is highly pleased and immediately offered 
August 5th and 6th 1995 for a repeat of the event. 
Apart from the museum and its' facilities, the camp 
site adjacent to the flying area and the vast acres of 
closely mown grass go to make Middle Wallop one 
of the finest sites in the country. The buggy brigade 
had a heyday with P.K.A. and the B.B.C. 
respectfully keeping away from the main flying area. 
They needed to with speeds paced at up to 60 mph, 
in the stiff breeze on the Sunday. Grounded by wind 
strength, the M. W. Parascending Club were so 
taken by the performance of the trikes that they 
promptly bought three (plus Quads) for themselves! 
With hundreds of single and multi-line kites 
constantly airborne, it seems invidious to remark on 
any particular performance but the outstanding 
abilities of the David Davies Designs' SWIFT and its 
bat variants had even the pro demo Rev operators 
amazed. This design is a real breath of fresh air 
with its use of variable geometry. 

OLD WARDEN 
Old Warden's Autumn festival on September 25th 

A 

If, as at Middle Wallop, kiteflyers are asked to pay 
a nominal entry fee for a day at Old Warden, the 
contribution will help to keep the organisation 
running and in turn, to maintain the aerodrome as 
the traditional social centre for the annual kite 
festivals. Incidentally, the Middle Wallop August 
Festival contributed £1300 to the Museum of Army 
Flying over and above expected visitor entry fees. 

Ron Moulton 

PETWORTH PARK 
A big thank you to all the kitefliers·who came along 
to Petworth on 1Oth July. The town is still talking 
about it. Never have we seen such colour and 
variety in the sky. Many of you came a long way 
and I can assure you the display was much 
appreciated. Special thanks to Ray Oakhill and 
family for the superb commentary, and 
congratulations to Ken Knight winner of the 
Kiteability Tankard. I thought you might like to 
know we raised £2,050 for Angels Int and the 
National Trust. Provisional date for next year -
Sunday 9th of July. Hope to see you there. 

Joanna Mersey 

was the twentieth at this Bedfordshire aerodrome BANHAM ZOO SHOW GROUND 
which has become a sort of kiteflyers Mecca over "Conquer the Wind Sky Extravaganza" 27th-29th 
the years since 1974. During that time there has May 1995 at the Banham Zoo Show ground, 
been a gradual development of kite design, kite Banham, Norfolk. 
trade and organisation of kite groups. The 
Shuttleworth Collection of vintage aircraft, cars and Continuous arena displays and kite competitions. A 
motorcycles has hosted the events, each spring and large site with separate areas for single line and stunt 
Autumn with generous free admission to their kite flyers. Separate fields featuring hot air balloons, 
museum as well as access to the aerodrome. Recent hang gliders and aeromodels. On site entertainment 
announcements may have an influence on the future and b.b.q. on Sunday evening followed by night 
as the Shuttleworth Collection has to seek greater flying. On site camping facilities available (please 
revenues to survive. Two of its aircraft are being book early) free entry to K.S .G.B. card holders. 
sold to recover present deficits and Peter Symes, the General enquiries to Kevin Appleton, tel 0603 
General Manager who has watched over the kite 31964 (evenings). Camping enquiries and trade 
events with a friendly eye is leaving at the end of the space enquiries to David Barber tel 0953 887384 
year. Whatever the outcome, the Old Warden (office hours). 
festival WILL continue, and dates are already 
booked for 1995 as 30th April and 24th September Kevin Appleton 
1995. 
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Event News 
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SWINDON KITE FESTIVAL 
Just to let you know that the Swindon Kite festival 
will be taking place next year on the second 
weekend ofMay, 13th and 14th. At the moment we 
are unsure of the venue. We are having negotiations 
with the Science Museum about holding the event at 
RAF Wroughton. If these negotiations are 
unsuccessful we will be using Lydiard Park. 

David Robinson 

BRIGHTON KITE FESTIVAL 
Brighton Kite Festival May 20th and 21st 1995. 
Stanmer Park, Lewes Road, Falmer, Brighton. 
Contact Estelle Barton and Paul Thody - Airbom 
Kites, 97 Trafalgar Street, Brighton, East Sussex, 
BN1 4ER. Telephone 0273 676740. 

Please note due to the nature/layout of this new site 
I'm afraid that we will sadly not be able to run a 

Webb to disrobe and don a pair of baggies (bought 
earlier in the auction) . I've never seen so much 
flashing at one (cameras). Those who couldn't stand 
the singing amused themselves with some night 
flying. 

Sunday saw sunshine and wind - who could ask for 
more? The day was filled with fun and frolics (I said 
frollics) from Altitude racing and balloon stomps 
(whose idea was it to fill some balloons with water?) 
to Rokkakus, most ably umpired by Gill and Jon 
Bloom. Can anyone find a more expensive place to 
hang a Rok. Betty Boops bid is a lighting Stanchion 
(ask them how much it cost). 

Displays by Ray Bethall, White Horse Kite Flyers, 
Anne Harris (dinosaur), Don Ewing (teddy drop), 
Stafford Wallace, Mark Coventry, and Mike Shaw 
and his Buggy men, Uncle Tom Cobbley and all, 
apologies to anyone missed. 

round of the 'UK Rokkaku Challenge' at the Bill and Julia Souten were swamped with 850 kids 
Brighton kite festival next year. for the workshop only .stopping due to lack of rain 

Toody Oakhill 

MARGAMPARK 
Margam Park Kite Festival. At the time of 
publishing the dates are not finalised for 1995 but 
will probably be June 9th/10th or 16th/17th or 
23rd/24th watch this space, as they say! 

Steve Gibson 

BASINGSTOKE KITE FESTIVAL 
On behalf of the Loddon Valley Kitefliers can we 
say a Big THANK YOU yet again to everyone who 
came to the 2nd Basingstoke Festival. 

After a wet start to Saturday the weather cleared up 
. enough to stage the Stack Pairs competition. A few 
gallant efforts were made to fly later on but the rain 
won through. Despite this Bill Souten still had 150 
kids lining up for the kite workshop. At the evening 
bash people oiled up nicely just in time for the 
charity auction (many thanks to everyone who 
donated). The biggest bid of the night was for Nick 

forest e.g. w0od. 

All in all it must have turned out OK, because the 
dates for the 3rd Baskingstoke festival are "wait for 
it" the 3rd and 4th June 1995. See you next year. 

P. S If still unclaimed, next years auction will benefit 
from a pair of heavy duty flying lines found at the 
close of this year kite festival contact AI on 0256 
818922. 

AI Cosgrove 

GOLDEN VALLEY 
The Golden Valley Kite Fliers are planning their 
very first kite festival next year. This will take place 
on Sunday 23rd July 1995. A one day event as none 
of us have the experience of organising an event like 
this before. However we are already receiving very 
good advice from those clubs who already run 
festivals. A site has not yet been chosen but it will 
be in the Gloucester, Cheltenham, Tewkesbury area. 
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THE SWIFT COMPETITION 
= I 

In conjunction with The Kiteflier Inter Active Kites is running a competition for the best coloured 
graphics design for the SWIFT kite. 

The new SWIFT design is currently available in 'any colour you like'- as long as it's black, however, 
there has been a huge demand for this kite with colour graphics. To satisfy this demand, Inter Active 
are holding a competition for the best practical design to be used on future production versions of the 

SWIFT. Here, then, is the opportunity to see your own personal graphics on a production, high performance, quad
line, variable geometry kite! David, the designer of the kite and an avid follower of Henry Ford, has been observed 
muttering under his breath "whoever heard of a coloured Swift?" as he stares into his cup of cocoa with a glazed look 
in his eyes. 

To Enter: • Use the outline at the bottom of this page for each design (Photocopies acceptable) 

Note: 

• Add colour in the design you think best suited to practical application to the shape 
• Post your entry to: 

SWIFT Competition 
Inter Active Kites 
36 Lawrence Drive 
lckenham 
Uxbridge 
Middx 
UBlO 8EP 

• A maximum of 5 entries will be allowed per person 
• There is no entry fee 
• Complicated designs that would prove difficult to manufacture are unlikely to be successful! 
• Closing date for RECEIPT of entries is 1 DECEMBER 1994 

The Prize: The Prize for winning this competition will be a custom made SWIFT with your winning 
graphics applied to it plus Handles, Bag and a second Frame ·-TOTAL VALUE £139 

The Winner will be armounced in our January Edition 

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

TELNO: 



Carefully crafted stunt kites. sport kites. materials. and accessories 

The Meridian - Available in two versions. The 6.35mm fibre glass 
Trainer for the less assured flier, and for the more confident 

the 5.5mm carbon tube framed Sport. Both offering 
precise and responsive handling qualities. 

Size: 86 ins. span by 34 ins. high 

The Thornbird - Available in two versions: For 4 to 15 mph the 
standard Thombird - Beman Light spine/spreaders and 

.22 AFC for leading edges. For zero to eight m ph 
introducing the Thornbird Ultralight. Again 

The Thotnbird 
Size: 99 ins. span by 40 ins. high 

Weight: 9 ozs. 

Beman light for spine/spreaders but 
with 3 wrap Sky Shark for the 

leading edges. The Thombird Ultralight 
Size: 106 ins. span by 43 ins. high 

Weight: 8 ozs. 

Please telephone for full price list and further details of the above kites. 
Proprietor: Eddie Stockings, 36 Stanway Road, Waltham Abbey, Essex. EN9 3HU Telephone: 0992 718215 

+ BERKS + RG14 SQH + 0635 



I KITE EVENT CALENDAR 

Date 

April 16th & 17th 

April 29th & 30th 

April 30th 

May 13th & 14th 

May 20th & 21st 

May 27th, 28th & 29th 

June 3rd & 4th 

July 1st & 2nd 

July 9th 

July 23rd 

August 5th & 6th 

August 20th 

August 26th & 27th 

September 2nd & 3rd 

September 24th 

The Kite Society 

RonMoulton 

Loddon V alley Kite Fliers 

Tony Slater 

Airbom Kites 

Avril Baker 

Midland Kite Fliers 

U.K. Kite Events 1995 

Location Contact 

Easter Kite Festival, Blackheath Common, Kent Kite Klub 
Blackheath, London. 

Weymouth International Kite Festival, Weymouth The Kite Society 
Beach, Dorset. 

Old Warden Summer Rally, Old Warden The Kite Society 
Aerodrome, Biggleswade, Herts. (Provisional) 

Swindon Kite Festival. ·Either Wroughton Air White Horse Kite Fliers 
Field or Lydiard Country Park, Swindon. 

Brighton Kite Festival, Stanmer Park, Brighton. Airborn Kites 

Banham Zoo Kite Festival, Norfolk. Kevin Appleton 

Basingstoke Kite Festival. Loddon Valley Kite Fliers 

Shrewsbury Kite Festival. Tony Slater 

Petworth Park Kite Day. Joanna Mersey 

Golden Valley Kite Festival. Golden Valley Kite Fliers 

Middle Wallop Kite Event, Hampshire. RonMoulton 

Coventry Kite Festival. Midland Kite Fliers 

Portsmouth International Kite Festival, Southsea The Kite Society 
Common, Porstmouth, Hampshire. 

Bristol International Kite Festival, Ashton Court, Avril Baker 
Bristol. 

Old Warden Autumn Rally, Old Warden The Kite Society 
Aerodrome, Biggleswade, Herts. 

CONTACTS 
P.O. Box 2274, Gt Horkesley, Colchester C06 4AY. 

2 Avenue Rise, Bushey, Watford, Herts WD2 3AS. 

Neil Robinson, 11 Wellspring House, Pinkerton Road, Basingstoke, Rants RG22 6RP. 

128 Meadow Farm Drive, Harlescott, Shrewsbury SY1 4JY. 0743 235068. 

97 Trafalgar Street, Brighton, Sussex BNl 4ER. 0273 676740. 

Saville Court, Saville Place, Clifton, Bristol BS8 4EJ. 0272 466852 . 

Julie White, 4 Hermitage Court, Oakwood, Derby, DE2 2LG. 

Joanna Mersey Bignor Park, 123 Ledbury Road, Pulborough, West Sussex RH20 lHG. 

Golden Valley Kite Fliers Peter Whitaker, 19 Lilac Way, Quedgeley, Gloucester, GL2 6WH. 

37 Eastern Avenue, Thorpe-St-Andrew, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 OUQ 
-· -············--·-········-·--····-· -·- - -------· 

P.O. Box 585, Swindon, Wilts SN3 4YR. 

Kent Kite Klub Yvonne Davies, 4 Gillies Court, Stafford Road, Sidcup, Kent DA14 6PP. 
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I MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION I 
The Kite Society of Great Britain was founded in 1979 and, since then, has grown to be recognised as the 
leading organisation for kite flying in Great Britain with over 2500 members worldwide. 

The main vehicle of communication between members is the quarterly publication 'THE KITEFLIER'. 
'THE KITEFLIER' is published in January, April, July and October of every year. 'THE KITEFLIER' 
contains news of forthcoming kite festivals, kite retailer news, kite plans, kite group news and a 
comprehensive events list. 

In addition the Kite Soceity organises an annual convention where guest speakers are invited to talk about 
their specialist area of kite making and flying. At the same time the Annual Dinner and Kite Auction is held 
giving members the opportunity to obtain rare and unusual kites. 

Other benefits of membership include free, or reduced, entry into selected kite festivals in the U.K., special 
parking arrangements where possible, discount - from 5% to 15% - on all kite purchases from the majority 
of kite retailers in the U.K. 

A membership 'year' runs for four issues of 'THE KITEFLIER'. plus other occasional mailings. Each 
member receives a membership card entitling them to free entry and discount. 

If you wish to join The Kite Society please fill in the form below and send it, with your payment, to the 
address shown. All cheques, postal orders and money orders should be made payable to 'The Kite 
Society' and, for overseas members, should be drawable in the U.K. and be in sterling. 

Membership Type Fee 

Individual £8.00 

Family - all members in the same household. £9.00 

O.A.P. £6.00 

O.A.P.- Family (Husband & Wife) £7.00 

Overseas - Europe and Surface Mail £10.00 

Overseas - Airmail £15 .00 
. ... . ........ ....... 

Overseas upgrade to standard airmail. £5.00 

Name Family Members 

Address --- - ---------- ---

Post Code Telephone 

• This is a RENEW ALINEW MEMBERSHIP. For renewals please give old membership number. 
·New members please state whih issue your membership should start with- JANUARY/APRIL/JULY/OCTOBER 

Pease send this form with payment to: 
The Kite Society, P.O. Box 2274, Gt Horkesley, Colchester C06 4AY 



REELS 
by 

John Clarke 
Beautiful Polished, Much Admired 
7" Diameter Hand Crafted English 

Oak, With Ball Bearings, Brake 
and Velcro Adjustable Hand Hold, 

Featured in Several Kite Books. 

Price 

£49.50 including P&P 

Cheques to J E Clarke 
Hill End Farm, Tyttenhanger 

Green, St Albans, Herts AL4 ORN 

Allow 10 days for delivery but 
usually by return. 

THE SWIFT. 
The Kite That Swings It's Wings 

Send for Details: 

Dynamic, Self-Adjusting, Quad-Line 
Unparalleled Control Response 

The New Shape in the Sky 

Inter Active Kites, 36 Lawrence Drive, lckenham, Uxbridge, UB1 0 8RW 
Tel: 0895 633661 

Put the excitement back into your flying! 

THE 
The Kite That Swings It's Wings 

For a Limited Period, the Quad-Line, Ghost Kite will be 
available to Special Order for this Christmas 

Send for Details: Order Early to Avoid Disappointment! 
Inter Active Kites, 36 Lawrence Drive, lckenham, Uxbridge, UB10 8RW 

Tel: 0895 633661 

Custom Kites - Handmade to your Design! 

SALES AGENTS REQUIRED 

We are looking for self employed 
Sales Agents (part time). 

To sell our range of 
Eola Gayla Kites 

to toy shops, garden centres etc. 

Please apply in writing giving details 
of background and your interests 

in kites etc. 

Send to: 

Cannock Kites 
4-6 Church Street, 

Bridgetown 
Cannock 

Staffs 
WS113DB 



TOODYTORIAL ~ 

As you can see this issue has swelled to 
a spectacular 7 pages, sadly this will not 
be a regular feature unless all you 
budding writers out there suddenly find 
inspiration! Page 7 (The Sunday Sport 
Kite Flier) was meant to be last issue's 
page 6 but wasn't... so here it is! Tip: if 
you read it in conjunction with the 
contents of the · last issue it will 
(possibly?!) make more sense! 

LETTERS.e:t 

To Ray and the members of the Brighton 
Kite Flyers -
Thank you all very much for inviting me 
to participate in your festival. Saturday 
well we won't talk about that but we more 
than made up for it on Sunday which was 
a super day, even with the 20mph winds 
I did manage to give some good demos. 
I enjoyed every moment of what I love 
doing "Multiple Kite Flying", I was very 
surprised at the crowds of people that 
gathered to watch. I say y9ur festival was 
a great success and I was very proud to 
have been part of it, I also wish to thank 
all the flyers for their friendship, it was 
great talking shop to Mik and all the other 
flyers, some old friends and I also made 
many new ones. 
Thank you for the accommodation it was 
great, your Bar-B-Q and your hospitality 
was super De-lux, Man was I hungry -
"Good-Stuff' and Stuff I did that's for 
sure, thank you all for the plaque it looks 
great sitting proud along with my other 
trophies. 
lt was great seeing Ray again, I first met 
him in '91 at the second World Cup at 
Bristol - we became friends, what a great 
surprise it was to meet Ray and his wife 
in Vanier Park, Vancouver. We had a 
great couple of days flying, it is a super 
park, if God was in to kite flying I'm sure 
he would choose this park with its 
picturesque view of Vancouver's City 
scape, mountains and shorelines, plus 
sun shine and beautiful 8-1 Omph winds, 
Ray fell in love with it. We met up again 
in Long Beach USA, how I managed to 
see him among all the other 175,000 
people was his ear to ear smile which he 
never lost all the time he was over there 
- he enjoyed every minute. I was there a 
few days after getting back from the UK 
for the Stunt Kite Championships, super 
weather and winds, I picked up the Gold 
in Free Style flying a stack of 3 kites from 

each hand to Elvis's 'Are You Lonesome 
Tonight' - landing them then picking up 3 
kites flying simultaneously to the music 
'Wind Beneath My Wings'. I will be back 
there in Aug for the International. Kite 
Festival, so eat your heart out Ray 
Oakhill . 
I had a great time at the Basingstoke 
Festival, the banquet and auction were 
super, I enjoyed Ray's company- we had 
a great evening except one small 
problem, I did not go a lot· on Ray 
Oakhill's teddy bear peeing on my lap 
while holding him for a photograph, what 
really got me was the smile on his face 
when he was doing it, no not the teddy 
bear's face: "Ray Oakhill's". 
'94 has so far been a very busy year for 
me, I was in Hawaii for the Paradise Cup 
and the Hawaii Challenge in March, the 
winds were less than 1 m ph - last year the 
winds were blowing 30mph , but I did 
manage to pick up a Silver in Free Style. 
I then had 4 weeks in the UK for part of 
May and June, back home on the 15 
June, off to the USA on June 24 for the 
Stunt Kite Championships at Long Beach 
WA, the winds and weather were super -
it was a great 3 days, I also picked up the 
Gold in Free Style. 
Our own BC Kite Festival is on 9 & 1 0 
July and the following week July 16-17 
will be our third Canadian West Coast 
Championships. August will be a very 
busy month, Washington State Stunt Kite 
Championships USA, Long Beach 
International Kite Festival WA USA and 
also in Aug I'm on a sponsored trip to 
Alberta for their Children of the Wind 
Festival. In Sept I'm on another 
sponsored trip to Edmonton, both of 
these trips are 2 1/2 to 3hrs air flights 
from Vancouver. In between time I will 
be practicing 8-1 Ohrs a day in Vanier 
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park, Man what a life. Next year will be 
even busier starting off with New Zealand 
and Australia in Feb, Hawaii in March, 
China in May, the UK in May and part of 
June. 
Great Stuff- see you next year. 
"LISTEN TO THE WIND" 
RayBethe/1 

Dear Ray 30/06/94 
1 am writing to thank you for your 
splendid donation of £57.00 to our 
Appeal which was raised at the Teddy 
Bears Picnic in Hove Park last weekend. 
Please would you pass on our sincere 
thanks to all those brave bears (and their 
owners for bringing them along!) together 
with all your helpers, it really is most kind 
and very much appreciated. 
1 am sure you will be pleased to hear that 
we have already raised over £1 million 
which is buying the much needed 
equipment for the hospital plus funding 
the invaluable research programme 
which has recently pioneered the first 
Nurse run Asthma 'Drop-in' clinic in the 
country. We are now on our way to our 
next million and with support such as 
yours and many others like you, feel sure 
that we will achieve it. 
Once again, many thanks for your 
kindness. 
With very best wishes 
Yours sincerely 
Ray Stenning - Chief Executive 
(Rockinghorse Appeal) 

Dear Ray 30/06/94 
On behalf of the Club I would like to 
thank you very much indeed for coming 
over to Ringmer Community College the 
other Thursday evening together with 
members from your Kite Club. The 
members thoroughly enjoyed the 
evening and have asked me to thank you 
all very much for being so patient and 
helpful. 
Thank you for your help and support. 
Yours sincerely 
Mary Masters - Mrs (Ringmer and 
Lewes District Young Farmers• Club) 

BKF LIBRARY UPDATE WWWW 

Thanks to Maurice Sawyer for his kind 
purchase of 'Kiteworks: Explorations In 
Kite Building & Flying' by Maxwell Eden, 
for the Club library. lt's a goldmine of 
over 50 designs with construction 
techniques and tips that's well worth 
borrowing. 

BKF HANDY HINTS NO 10 ~'l 

Know your kiteflying types ... 
~'The Vegan': Kite must be made only 
of natural materials. 
<r 'The Vegetarian': Must have made 
kite to fly it. 
c:r 'The Carnivore': Kite must have two 
lines or more and go 'round in circles. 
<r 'The Omnivore': Don't care what the 
kite is as Iona as it flies. 
<r'The Fast Food Junkie': Kite must be 
plastic, cost under a fiver and last about 
five minutes. 
Anon. 

BKF SOCIAL WOTCHAMACALLIT 

As the Club has sadly been refused 
permission to fly at Shoreham Airport. in 
the evenings the BKF monthly soc1al 
bash has been moved to Devil's Dyke on 
the second Thursday of each month. 
Find us in the bar of the Devil's Dyke Inn 
from 8.00pm onwards or flying earlier 
outside the pub ... weather permitting. 

WASHINGTON KITE FESTIVAL 02 
& 03/07/94 

Jan and 1 took a slow amble up to 
Washington on the Friday, stopping at 
Durham for a quick stretch. On arriving in 
District Twelve we made our way to the 
flying site. In the distance I recognised 
the familiar shape of Edo's. The kites 
were rising and falling out of the sky as if 
someone was testing the bridle and was 
having trouble with an erratic wind. 
As we skirted the edge of the huge 
marquees the two Edo's came in to view. 
They were both in stable flight but one 
was at eighty feet in the air and the other 
was hovering a foot above the ground. I 
then realised that the fliers were 
controlling the kites with two handles. 
The bridle groups were split equally 
(between top and bottom) on to the two 
handles. This allowed the pitch of the kite 
to be altered, a bit like flying half a Rev' 
but on long, long bridles and with a tad 
more sail area. 
lt wasn't long before I was flying a rather 
fetching 'Cat' Edo and Jan ·was being 
rigorously instructed in the finer art of 
ground handling by John Verheij and 
Theo Beerends from the Hague Gallery 
display team. We were then shown in to 
a marquee where sixteen Edo's lay 
dormant. The Edo's were all painted 
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ripstop, some were designed by local 
artists and there were a good number 
from the Hague. 
Saturday arrived and we met with fellow 
BKF members Jerry and Carolyn Swift 
and the Boop Troop and trolled off to the 
fliers' meeting. After the meeting Jan and 
I joined John and Theo in training up a 
sixteen strong squadron of stunt Edo 
fliers. The display time arrived and the 
kites were prepared in the main arena. 
One by one the Edo's clawed their way 
upwards until all sixteen were airbom. 
Sixteen pictures filled the sky, for 
example; Pegasus, devil, cat and storm, 
all hovering high above the heads of the 
crowd. As we became more confident we 
flew lower until some of us were just 
inches from the ground, swooping and 
climbing with the wind. What a sight! I 
don't believe anybody wanted to land 
when time was called but that's the way it 
always goes. 
Sunday brought a repeat performance of 
the Edo display in slight winds. An 
excellent demo' of motor driven 
inflatables was given by Martin Lester 
and Peter Lynn including a high speed 
stunt about by Snoopy's biplane. A flier 
from Switzerland amused the crowd with 
his brilliant centipede kites. The hen with 
the 'frying pan' cells and the crocodile 
followed by the handbags were my 
favourites. 
The team Rok' fight brought the amusing 
'knackered sit down' ploy with added 
lethargic coronary tugs by team Fizz. 
Oxygen and ECG were suggested but 
were not needed as TC and Martin 
Thomas went on to win over all. 
Thanks to Malcolm Goodman and his 
team for an excellent event. Whenever I 
fly my Edo's on two handles I smile and 
remember the Hague fly at Washington. 
Thank you John and Theo for all your 
help and advice on Edo's and one hell of 
a fly. 
Bazzer Poulter 

LOST: OWNER OF LINE 22105/94 

On Sunday 22 May (around 5.30pm) at 
the Brighton Kite Festival - a hank of soft, 
thick (3mm) twi~ted line was lent to 
Maurice Sawyer. However, as the owner 
then disappeared, and no one there at 
the time knew who he was - Maurice still 
has it and would like to return it. If it is 
yours please give Maurice a call on 0494 
673947. 

Good grief! lt's 6 o'clock on a 
Sunday morning and he's 

getting up! 

Oh No! He's getting out the 
parachute packs. it must be 

a fly in day. .. 

.. .thank God it's 
raining. 
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Buy your 'Whizzie Feathers' now while 
stocks last and before the sewing 
machine blows up (again)! Don't be left 
out of the latest craze as seen hitting the 
Bristol Kite Festival big time this year. A 
nine striped feather shaped chevron of 
ripstop (27cm long by 9cm wide) in the 
colours of your choice (rainbow best 
seller or take pot luck) with 30cm of line. 
Uses include: adornment of kite bags, 
hats, cabanas, hair ties, line laundry and 
markers, sports kite wing tip spinners, 
ground stake markers, kite tails or invent 
your own! Lovingly h~md made and a 
snip at £1.50 each or £5.00 for 4 (plus 
SOp P&P per order). Contact: Toady 
Oakhill or Mik Jennison at Flat 29, Astra 
House, Kings Road, Brighton, East 
Sussex, BN1 2HJ. Tel: 0273 321395. 
Payment (to 'J Oakhill') with order 
please. 

MONMOUTH KITE FESTIVAL 09 
& 10/07/94 

Once again work allowed Jan and I to 
arrive at a festival site on the Friday. We 
stayed in a farmhouse B&B two miles 
outside Monmouth which had the most 
incredible view from the bar terrace. 
After a quick sort out we made our way to 
the site ~here we met the Turpins and 
were soon drinking (forced of course)! 
The flying site itself is surrounded by 
trees and water (that's Rok' and roll)! 
During the next two days there was the 
usual line up for festivals with, it has to 
be said , some excellent team flying in 
very difficult conditions by Airkraft and 
the Decorators. 
Unfortunately I can't remember the name 
of the short line Rev 2 flier but he was 
incredible, esp_ecially considering that 
there wasn't any wind at that point. The 
Dutch display team showed off their large 
parafoils and brilliant 'Tulip' windsock. 
They also flew a couple of Edo's and a 
magnificent 'Viking Longboat', not 
forgetting a gorgeous Sode with carp 
motif. 
The team Rok' saw our Celtic Knot take 
on the guise of a Brick Wall and 
demonstrated the 'pull, flap, stay in the 
same place no matter how hard you pull 
the line' technique (at least it showed we 
were trying)! The trees came into play 
quite a lot and maybe next year it might 
be worth the organisers considering 
moving the display area to the other 
arena. Trees seem to have been a 

problem at many festivals this year! 
Many thanks to the Boop Troop for 
making it a laugh and to Sean, Dick and 
Shirley Turpin for the use of the Volvo 
picnic table and the hangover that 
followed! 
Sazzer Poulter 

THE "BRIGHT SKY" REEL 

Due to not having the correct information 
available at the time of going to press (re 
April 1994 issue); Maurice Sawyer's 
'Bright Sky' reels were incorrectly 
advertised as 'Deep Sky' reels. Apologies 
for any confusion that this may have 
caused - further details and prices can be 
obtained from Maurice on 0494 673947. 

BASINGSTOKE KITE FESTIVAL 
04 & 05/06/94 

Of the contenders for the 'Wet Fest Of 
The Season' Award (and there have 
been many!) - Basingstoke was usurped, 
by Brighton, to a very close second 
place; for Saturday anyway. However, as 
usual, this was only a minor point and 
didn't stop us from having a wacky time. 
No thanks to my lousy navigation Mik 
and I eventually arrived on Friday 
evening courtesy of Sal and the curry
mobile. Tents were hurriedly erected in 
the downpour with the brave assistance 
of Damien, while Neil , taking no chances, 
shouted encouragement from the L VKF 
bus by way of a count-down to the 
opening time of the Hockey Club bar. 
Being wet and cold while the bar was dry 
and warm seemed justification enough. 
We were soon joined by fellow BKFies 
Norma and Mick House, together with a 
growing collection of bedraggled kities 
from up and down the country ... the 
evening steamed on. 
Saturday morning found us sheltering 
from the leaking sky in the traders stalls, 
egging on Don Newing and his Mini 
Skydive Squad. Despite being soaked to 
the skin, Don's determination to drop a 
bear from his Mega Delta in such 
adverse conditions was more than 
admirable. Sadly the soggy bear RC'd 
straight in . to the deck with a resounding 
splat- much to the delight of the cheering 
onlookers! 
With no let up in the deluge Saturday 
rapidly turned into a non flying social 
gathering in the bar with the odd 
intermittent disappearance to check on 
conditions outside. No improvement. 
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Lo and behold, just as we were sitting 
down to the evening banquet the sun 
popped out from behind the clouds and 
with a leery grin proceeded to turn the 
evening in to a glorious one. 
Inside things were hotting up as the 
auction got under way. Note worthy 
points were; the BOF coining his 
infamous "£3.50 and burn it!" line, from 
the Poulter/Turpin corner an Indian 
fighter kite (lovingly created from a beer 
mat) was proffered and promptly sold for 
£6.00, and for a grand finale Nick Webb 
- having just bought a pair of jazzy 
baggies - being made (by popular 
demand and a consortium of £1 .00 per 
head) to stand on a bar stool and change 
in to them! 
Nick · wasn't the only evening's 
entertainment. A musician had been 
booked and soon after arriving and 
getting things swinging, was joined by 
Roy and his inflatable guitar... the 
audience roared . What a performance -
these LVKF's certainly know how to 
please a crowd! 
Sunday brought sunshine and blue skies 
which were quickly filled with bright and 
interesting creations , along with the 
inevitable hangovers which were 
fortunately quickly flown away. 
Competitions were packed in back to 
back resulting in nearly a complete BKF 
sweep: Solo Rok': Jerry Swift, Team 
Rok': The Menaces tied with Vertigo (who 
generously let us have the Kiteability 
tankard - maybe there's just no more 
room on their shelves?!), Beer Litter: Ray 
Oakhill and Altitude Sprint: John 
Thornton. 
Thanks to all the LVKF for a second 
excellent festival and for proving that a 
wash-out needn't necessarily be a 'wash
out'! 
Toody Oakhill 

KSGB CONVENTION & 
PORTSMOUTH INTERNATIONAL 
KITE FESTIVAL 26, 27 & 28/08/94 

After an early arrival at the Convention 
the two of us, with Mik and Toady, 
realised that 9am was very early, 
especially since the two talks we wanted 
to attend were mid afternoon. So the four 
surrogate Daves (You have to be called 
Dave to be a WHKF member, which we 
all are .... you also have to be called John 
to be a BKF member! Ed) went to look for 
breakfast, which seamlessly became a 
liquid lunch. 

After depositing our belongings at the 
appropriate B&B's, we returned to the 
hotel in time for Ron Gibian's talk, 
followed by Randy Tom. Janet went 
Boop Trooping (I can only take so much 
of applique techniques) . 
Come the evening we sat down to dinner 
with a host of American stars, including 
the Robinsons from England and were 
joined by sundry White Horsers 
(including some Boring Old F***) and 
Toady Fan Ron Dell with his Managing 
Director. After dinner all interested 
parties adjourned to the adjacent room 
for the Rok' Challenge meeting. .. at 
23.50 we finished. 
On Saturday we set up next to the BOF 
and were soon joined by a mixture of 
Brighton and White Horse Kite Flyers, 
with the odd Boop Trooper thrown in for 
good measure (Yes they are a bit odd 
aren't they?! ... Ed). 
The festival went as festivals do, it 
rained , it sunned it blewed. (I bet you 
never thought you'd get a bit of poetry). 
During the Individual Rok' Competition 
the first UK Suicide Squad was formed . 
Their mission, which they chose to 
accept, was to complete the first five-way 
'flue brush'. After retrieving five kites we 
decided that it was a nice idea but that a 
different tactic was required for next 
time, however it got a few people worried 
for a while. 
The less said about Saturday evening 

the better. Our only comment being that 
it wasn't all Jon and Gill's fault, and the 
beer still tasted good. Barry thought his 
luck was in when he was chased by a 
young lady (?) who thought that FHB, 
clutching his recently presented Fauna 
Of The Year Award, was a real monkey! 
The affronted superstar rapidly 
reprimanded the young person, pointing 
out that he was an orang-outang and 
proud of it. Toody came out with a classic 
one-liner, but in the cold light of a 
hungover Sunday morning none of us 
could remember it, but we know it was 
good. (My one remaining brain cell 
seems to recall it being something like 
"Yes, of course he's real ... acrylic, that is! 
Ed). 
On Sunday the passing of the Robinson 
(Sunny Hammer) Edo took place. We 
thought we had got rid of it, how wrong 
can you be?! 
'The wind was good 
The sun was fine 
I thought the kite was no longer mine' 
(BTP 1994) 
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The time came to do some work in the 
main arena, leaving the Janets in charge 
of the Robinson Edo. Barry was flying 
one of his downwind of the Donut when 
half of the French nation f***** (passed 
wind) and a large lump of very heavy 
wind appeared. The Donut split with an 
ear shattering "splat" , Barry landed his 
kite and turned 'round to see the Donut 
swimming in two halves with the fliers 
mouthing like goldfish. On their return to 
the cabanas the full horror of the gust of 
wind became apparent. We were taking 
the Robinson's 'Teddy Bears' Edo back 
home again for repair! 
The Team Rok' fight went ahead, despite 
heavy wind . Casualties were few, 
although Dennis did a bunk for a while 
and came back needing a new spar. (If 
was trusty old Groucho actually, not that 
it really matters, same amount of carbon! 
Ed) 
The best kites in the air during the 
afternoon were two White Horse plastic 
sleds (Here, here! Ed), made the 
previous week at Alsershot. 
Throughout the afternoon there was 
sporadic bear bunging, including the first 
anniversary jump by the famous, lager 
drinking White Horse mascot: Dave 
Bear. Barry was perfectly positioned for a 
catch, lulling Dave into a false sense of 
security . A brisk step to the side and 
Oave was sent sprawling! 
And so we came to the end of another 
exhausting two days of kite flying. Next 
stop Bristol. 

Bazzer & Janet Pou/ter 

THE CULTURAL BIT m 

'Ode to an Edo' 

'The wind it did an icky fit 
The kite did flip 
The kite did split 
So 'Bears' in hand 
Our homeward haul 
Once again to stand against the wall 

Dave and Janet don't despair 
With dragon and butterfly 
We can repair 
The two of you listen please 
Do it again I'll break your knees!' 

Bazzer & Janet Poulter 

BRIGHTON KITE FESTIVAL 1995 

As some of you will already know, after 
many years of running the Brighton Kite 
Festival Ray Oakhill has decided to 
stand down from his position as Festival 
Co-Ordinator. I'm sure that you'll all join 
me in expressing thanks to him for all his 
hard work over the years, and also in 
thanking Estelle Barton and Paul Thody 
of Air Born Kites, Brighton, for taking on 
the job of organising next year's festival. 
This offer was welcomed and accepted 
at a Festival Committee meeting held on 
30 August 1994, at which the following 
points were also decided. 
CDate: Sat/Sun 20 & 21 May 1995 
CVenue: Stanmer Park, Lewes Road, 
Falmer, Brighton. (unfortunately Brighton 
Council feels that Shoreham Airport is 
too far out of Brighton) 
CStyte: The accent wilt be on a fun 
family weekend with a children's kite 
workshop, displays and demonstrations 
of all aspects of kite flying rather than 
competitions. Sadly the site is not 
suitable for Rokkaku fighting so there will 
not be a round of the 'UK Rokkaku 
Challenge' . We hope to have a 'bring 
your own' barbie party on Saturday 
evening - details to be decided upon. 
CContact: Estelle Barton/Paul Thody at 
Air Born Kites, 97 Trafalgar Street, 
Brighton, East Sussex, BN1 4ER. Tel: 
0273 676740 (please try to avoid calling 
on Saturdays) 
CPiease: Do not send for car passes, 
camping details or site location maps as 
these will be available in the January or 
April 1995 issue of 'Aerodyne'. Many 
details have yet to be decided upon. 
Cother: Paul Thody stood down as 
Festival Publicity Officer to be replaced 
by Barry Pitman. Thanks to both for hard 
work done/to be done. 
Toady Oakhill 

USE THIS SPACE @B! 

Send contributions for inclusion (by the 
1Oth of the month preceeding 
publication) to .. . 
Toody Oakhill (Wearing the Ed's hat!) 
The Brighton Kite Flyers 
Flat 29/Astra House 
Kings Road 
Brighton 
East Sussex 
BN1 2HJ 
~ 0273 321395 
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Clergy caught with both 
hands full! Kite world 
stunned by defection of 
leading single line flier to 
opposite camp. 
THE VERY REVEREND JOHN 
BARKER, captured here in the act of 
performing dubious religious rites with 
Sister Immaculata and a portable font at 
Blackheath recently is now at the centre 
of another controversy. 

Shocked and outraged followers of 
the Reverend Barke~ were driven to tears 
when this bane of the two-fisted school of 
kiteflying was spotted at the controls of 
a kite of the dual control persuasion. 

Competitors in the 'Trash The Wild 
Thang' event at the Brighton Kite 
Festival were beaten back by the eager 
Reverend who having finally discovered 
what his other hand was for, thrilled the 
spectators with a virtuoso display of 
precision aerobatics, terminating the 
performance with a competition winning 
manoeuvre involving the rarely seen 
'death spiral power dive splat' a mere 
two inches from the target. 

The jubilant Reverend then attempted 

to shut the flapping closet door by denying his 
involvement with the Po-Faced brigade and 
handing his well earned booty to the second placed 
three year old. Under-the-breath muttering about 'I 
only did it cos I wanted to torch the bl**dy thing' 
did little to pacify the appalled onlookers. 

Stunned BMISS member BROTHER SID 
r~fused to make any conunent other than 'Y oo 
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Coventry 94 

The Coventry One Day 
Festival seemed to be somewhat 
of a success and impressed the 
local council sufficiently even 
though the wind failed to turn 
up (must of forgotten to read the 
poster in the local kite shop). 
Still the sun shone and 
everybody had a fairly relaxing 
day, even the buggiers who 
turned up from various bits of 
the country admired the site 
though frustrated by the wind 
situation. 
As usual the kite workshop 
proved to be the busiest area of 
activity with the workers 
pleading for changes of staff 

<:~BiiHtl~ .::: 

Straight up the hill, first left and second right, ok? 

Competition 
every co_uple of hours through Think of a caption and send it to Julie White. The best Caption 
exhaustiOn as the queues of will win an MKF badge a car sticker and a copy of the latest 
children never seemed to MKF newsletter. ' 
diminish. 

Still, everybody baked (in the 
sun!) and had a nice easy 
day .... well I did anyway. 

Till' Blurs 

November comes but once a 

year .... fortunately ..... .. and with it comes the 
AGM. This is the time of the year when 
the members decide what they want to 
happen for the next twelve months and the 
committee is up for re-election. 

BrtT 

Well, the kite season as we know it is already at an end, the nights 
are drawing in and there is a definite chill in the air ..... even for 
me! (still, must hold out till October before the long trousers come 
out). 

In just another few weeks the 'Fair Weather Fliers' will soon be 
curled up in· front of the fire whilst the ....... mad gits (I include 
myself) will be out there flying come what may. This leads me 
into thinking ... what do you do in the winter? 

If you would like to attend our AGM ( c'mon, 
I know you'll love it) then pay Julie White, 
become a member and come along, easy hu! Answers on a postcard to Mrs White at the usual address. 



WELL BANNER ME! 
Dateline: 2nd & 3rd July 1994 
Location: Washington Festival 

Isn't it strange, that even after considerable 
frustration bordering on anger, a huge effort 
which taxes you to the point where you 
wonder it it's all worth it , and real 
disappointment when things go wrong for 
the umpteenth time, when the job is finally 
finished all these feelings disappear and are 
forgotten so quickly. 

Perhaps it's the pride in the final article 
which makes all these things appear small 
in comparison; or maybe the fact that you 
came through all these things that makes 
the pride so much the greater. Who knows. 

I do know that I was looking forward to 
Washington. We'd never been before, and 
everyone told us how good it was, so despite 
the early start, spirits were high. 

The car, as usual, was full to bursting, all 
the kites, lines, pegs, stakes, poles, chairs, 
umbrellas, waterproofs, wellies, cabana and 
luggage had been stowed away, and it was 
easier to check what we were leaving behind 
instead of what was packed! (Why is it a 
weekend of kiteflying always ends up like 
preparing to mount an expedition to the 
Himalayas to climb Everest? Susan never 
fails to remind me I'm "ONLY GOING TO 
FLY A KITE!") 

Arrival at Washington was quite 
uneventful; not a sunny day, but enough 
wind to have coaxed plenty of kites into the 
air by the time we arrived. We met Don in 
the car park almost immediately, and jointly 
set off to look for other friendly faces 

Ian Meredith was easy to spot, hanging 
around the Flexifoil bus trying to look a real 
cool dude in shorts and sunglasses. We later 
discovered he was hoping to be asked for 
his autograph because he featured as a 
buggyist on their new promo. video. 

John Eaton was also noticed, already 
beneath the shadow of his giant Peel kite. 

Walking further into the site we could see 
a familiar fluttering symbol in red, white 
and blue. The banner of Mike Sherwood 
was already proving to be the rallying point 
for other friends and fellow club members. 

Right! Fetch the car, get the stuff, set up 
camp and get the banner up . Let's have 
some fun. 

We were soon beavering away with the 
cabana, quite excited to be here and anxious 
to join in, so much so that several people 
made friends with the ends of our cabana 
poles. Sorry. 

Next. Chairs. Susan sat and had a good 
look round. 

Banner. Time to fly the flag for the old club; 
but of course it's all my own work and I'm 
very proud of the fact too. I haven't made 
anything of any significance before and, 
overcoming all adversity, I'm rightly pleased 
with the result. 

Screw the bank stick into the ground. Fine. 

Extend the pole without poking anyone. 
Lovely. 

Banner onto the pole. 

"Susan. Where's the bag with the banner 
. ?" m . 
"What bag?" 

"AARRRGGGGHHHHH !!!!!" 

SPOT THE POXON BANNER 
heheheh 

Picture it. You're in the middle of a field, 
people all around you. You've settled in 
nicely, cab ana, chairs, cool bag, wife; a four
foot stake in the ground and a 5-metre pole 
in your hand . People are expecting 
something! 

The only thing that springs to mind is ritual 
Hara-kiri. I can see the headlines now: 
"MAN COMMITS SUICIDE BY 
IMPALING HIMSELF ON GROUND 
STAKE" 
"MAN WHIPPED TO DEATH WITH 
FISHING ROD!" or just... 
"MAN DIES FROM ACUTE 
EMBARRASSMENT" 

"I DON'T BELIEVE IT! I JUST DON'T 
BELIEVE IT!" 
(yes, I have got a Victor Meldrew haircut! ! ) 

I was right from the beginning. This is a 
banner from hell . The bloody thing is 
possessed! Not content with making me a 
contender for the World Frustration Title, 
almost wrecking my house, and my 
marriage, it now intends to reduce me to a 
bright-pink jibbering wreck! 

"WELL BANNER ME!" 

"Where on earth can it be?" said Susan. 
"We put everything that wasn't screwed 
down in the back of the car. And checked 
round the house afterwards." 

"IT'S HIDING! IT 
KNOWS! IT HATES 
ME!" "It'll probauly be 
sitting in front of the door on 
the mat when we get back!" 



2nd COLOMBIAN INTERNATIONAL KITE FESTIVAL 

AND FLOWER FESTIVAL 

Dateline: August 1st- 5th 1994 
Location: Medellin, Colombia, South America 

Was it only last December when we were 
in Colombia for the first time - for their 
very first international kite festival? 

That visit had been an adventure from 
beginning to end, was it possible for the 
second trip to be as good, or would some of 
the magic have worn off? 

One thing was for sure, when we (finally) 
got through immigration at Medellin 
airport, the welcome we received from our 
friends and hosts was as warm as ever! 

As we stepped out of the airport the magic 
of the country was instantly apparent! A 
local bus (open topped, open windowed, and 
colourful as only Colombian buses Know 

how) was full of people, old and young, 
enjoying lively "salsa" music. 

As we expected (knowing Ines and J airo) 
the festival was to be bigger and better, and 
as an added bonus it was to be linked to the 
traditional flower festival . There were to 
be Kite fliers from several more countries. 
In addition to the U.S.A. and U.K. , France, 
Canada, Puerto Rico, and Guatamala were 
to be represented. 

We spent the remainder of Saturday and 
most of Sunday at an impressive 
traditionally built hotel at Quirama. This 
was about half an hour from the airport, 
seven thousand feet up in the Andese 
mountains, surrounded by beautiful scenery. 
We divided our time between flying, soaking 
up the sun and scenery, and enjoying the 
craft fair taking place in the hotel grounds. 
This was how the festival started and it just 
got better! 

We took part in a series of workshops at 
various schools around the city and 
generally found the children not only 
enthusiastic, but also well mannered and 
patient. One of the most important aspects 
which helped us to work so well with the 
children (and adults), was the interpreters 
who were university students studying 
Tourism and Public Relations. They not 
only performed their duties very 
professionally, they did so in a charming and 
pleasant manner which would have been a 
credit to any country. 

The Mayor of Medellin gave us an official 
(but none the less warm) welcome to the 
city and the festivals . He explained to us 
that while his country did have its problems, 
they were by no means as bad as our TV 
and papers portray. Our own experience 
would tend to support this, it certainly 
seemed less threatening than some 
European or American cities of similar size. 

The flying sites were many and varied and 
some could only be described as "exotic" 

There were demonstrations of indoor flying 
in a sports hall by Joe Vaughn, Dean and 
Dodd (U.S.A.), Martin Worth (U.K.), and 
Wtlson Rodriges (Bogota). 

We flew on various sport s fields and 
university sites, of which, some were quite 
"challenging" I 

Other flying sites were the top of the El 
Panol (reputed to be the largest single rock 
in the world), the roof of the multi-storied 
"Obelisco" shopping mall, Town squares, 
and by a resavoir high in the Andese (where 
we were treated to a traditional Colombian 
pick-nick which was a real treat!). 

The Flower Festival was a revelation -the 
skill demonstrated by the people had to be 
seen to be believed. The displays they had 
created were magnificent. We kite flyers 
were given a privileged preview of the 
flowers before .. ... leading the parade 
through the streets of Medellin! . The 
exuberance and enthusiasm of the people 
was more than enough reward for our efforts 
- it gave us all a real "buzz"!! 

Colombia certainly is a beautiful country 
with really warm and friendly people and 
some terrific kite flying ... all-in-all a kite 
fliers dream. 

If you get the opportunity to visit this 
country I would certainly recommend you 
to go, you wont regret it! 

Article and Photos - Don Eccleston, 
Chairman M.K.F. 
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SOME SPECIAL OFFERS FOR CHRISTMAS 

NO EXTRA DISCOUNT OFF KITE PRICES SHOWN 

THIS 

so 

MONSTER SINGLE LINE DELTA <128" SPAN> 
IS TOO BIG TO GO THROUGH THE POST 
WE ARE INCLUDING 48 CARRIER SERVICE 

IN THE PRICE OF £39.99 

BUY ANY BUGGY/KITE COMBINATION FROM US 
THIS CHRISTMAS AND TAKE 6 MONTHS TO PAY 

You will also receive free social membership 
of the PKA giving access to 30 top class 

buggying sites and ensuring that you are . kept in-touc h 
with future developments 

FLEXIFOILS 
EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER 

Eola Gayla WASP 
In addition to giving a 10% discount 
to kite club members this Christmas. 

One of the worlds best known 
full size sports kites. 

We will be giving a ripstop tail worth £9.99 
with each kite ordered before 30th November. 

REVOLUTION PRICES 
We are keeping our revolution prices 

a secret this year. If you are 
interested ring for a pleasant surprise 

JUGGLING EQUIPMENT 
Boxed set of juggling balls with book £12.99 

set of three fire clubs £31.49 
3 Beach clubs £29.99. Beard Diablo £9.99 
Modelling balloons 12p ea. 100 for £6.99 

3 full size Budget clubs £11.99 
Unicycles 24" wheel £89.99 
LOTS MORE RING FOR DETAILS 

ESTES ROCKETS 

Uncanny smooth flight 
and straight tra cking 

Stunning design ONLY £69.99 

STOCKING FILLER 
Stunt Kites to make & Fly 

Book one or two 
£14 . 99 each 

SPINNING WINDSOCKS 
Checkout the prices of these 
windsocks on our ma i n adver t 

They would make a great present 

CARRIAGE 
Please check main advert for 

carriage charges. 
Carriage is included with the 

Mega Delta shown above. 

CANNOCK 
America starter set £23.99 

Combo super shot starter set £29.99 
Astrocam 110 £24.99 

STOCKING FILLER 
Kite lights 

ONLY £3.65 each 
inc. Two batteries 

KITES 

MOST IN STOCK + ALL ENGINE SIZES 

4-6 CHURCH STREET, BRIDGTOWN, CANNOCKt 
STAFFORDSHIRE~ ENGLAND. WS11 308 

Tel: 0543 571400 Fax: 0543 573177 
Free Phone 0800 318909 ~or credit card ordars on l y 
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The Journal of the Bearly :Made It Skyaive Squad. The International ~ _ 
Brother and Sisterhood of Parachuting Fauna and the U.K. Ted Devils. - 
Mindless Drivel content exceeds 100% • Guaranteed 1000/o Iblitically Incorrect so there. 

By the time you are dredging through this, the 34th load of mindless drivel, we 
will be at the back end of yet another season of Parachuting Mayhem, with official Wi
nter Kip just around the corner,. Before the ma.jori ty of the membership head off for 
Unquiet Slumbers, just a word of congratulation on yet another vintage season of doing 
what we all do best, namely putting egg on the Faces of the Hl..UOOs, Buggering up Fests 
and Stunt Kite Displays and Terrorising the Po-Faced. Well done to all of you. 

Fauna of the Year Trophy 1994. As in previous Years the Trophy was in the form 
of the small rewter Tankard with a Ted on the Handle. As you are no doubt aware the 
Trophy is awarded by the B. O.F. to the member, who, in his opinion has done thier best 
to ruin the reputation of the BMISS as if it could be ruined any rrore than it is alre~ 
aey. FOTY 94 was awarded to F.H.B., arguably the roost notorious member of the B.K.F. 
Air Zoo. Fat Hair-y- Bar Steward is an Orang Utang with a drink problem, i.e. he cannot 

. get enough. His Parachuting, though is unique. He does 1 nt wear his chute, he nonchalen

BEARS TAKE UP KITEFIXING. •••• 
1 BOUT TIME WE BOMBED SOME OF 
THOSE BARMY HOMES ' •••. • •••.• 

As usual the brain Dead BOF 
apologises to t he kind person 
who sent these Pies of two rad
ical FaUna. who are in training 
for-their ultimate ambition, 
which, needless to say is to 
Bomb some Humes ( Psst ,heard 
theres plenty of Ib-Faced out 
there who fancy getting a real 
life) 

t ly hold · the Pack in one Paw. F. H. B. would give 
the notorious Dave a run for his money in the booze 
stakes and is normally seen upside down in a Beer 
glass, though at Dieppe he went Whizzy om Vin Rouge 
so much though, that he was soaked with it, which 
led to a rush by the Boozy Humes to give F.H.B. the 
Kiss of Life~ .Amazing, is 1 nt it? how this rush was 
Vlon by El Presidente Sky Bum.s, Paul Morgan. Does 1 nt 
that tell you something ? 

This season as ever, membership increased qu
ite considerably, in fact so many new fauna have jo
ined that we cannot keep track. Notable was Sixpack 
Hillman of the Ioddon Valley Mob. Deciding to break 
his Duck at the Basingstoke Thrash, Sixpack was ama
zed to see what a state his Dropnik got into whilst 
witnessing the event. By the time Six P had done his 
Third arop, Dropnik Hiilman was a quivering wreck 
who could hardly hold his Carooorder steady. Another 
new recruit of note is J'ulie t Bravo, a Panda belong
ing to Dropnik s Jerry and Ca.rolyn Swift who descends 
with a flashing Blue Light, loks good at night. Also 
mention must be made of a silly Friesian Cow, going 
by the~ of B.S.E. tho 1 we've yet to see her jump. 



DAVE BEAR AWARDED DAMAGES OF £6 000 
FOR FORCEFUL DISCRIMINATION AGAINST 
THE BEAR RACE le BEING MADE TO DO A 
PARACHUTE JUMP WHILST UNDER 1 ~E 
INFLUENCE OF THE AMBER NECTAR .. ! 

Dropnik Arfur D. writing in another 
August Journal says that Speculative He 
adlines such as these ( left) could soon 
be seen as the notorious Froth off the 
Beer affair continues to seeth, albeit 
now on the Back B1.lrl1er for a while. 

Fear not you Fans of the South Coast 
Slapper, the one and only Suzy Bear will 
never suf'fer the Ignomiey of being drumm
ed out of the m.nss. 

SUZIE AWARDED DAMAGES OF £30 000 
FOR WRONGFUL DISMISSAL FROM BMISS 
FOLLOWING PREGNANCY .. ! 

the erstvrhile Drunken ~dally of Woodley have 
the World and as t he saying goes, Let those 

Far from it,in fact the antics of thi s 
fuyen of Fauna Bombing and also that of 

brought vast enjoyment to Dropniks around 
without Sin cast the First Stone. 

As of this rooroont, the F.O.T.B. affair is in the Nomadic l!Jenage a Trois stage. 
this, as you are no doubt aware rreans that Biggles and Dave take turns, whilst Suzy put s 
it about a bit even rooreso now as we've heard that shes been 'Sur le Continong' having 
her wicked wa:y with these E. c. Bears. This appears to be true as Dave really was down 
ana Suzyless at the Fbmpey Fest. · By the way Dave, our Spies report that Suzy was v:i th 
her Old Man in the BKF Cabana at the Dieppe 'l'hrash, OOH, what stirr ers, that '11 wind 
the Drunken Bum up soroothing rotten. 

U, THE ,OLE., IO't7 TIHSS · · · · · • · 
Not wishing to cast nastursiums or whatever, we '11 r eport t £1e Facts as t hey occ

urred. Sorootime August 94 at a Non Kite event at ',Vhipsnade. Zoo, Dropnik Don Eewi ng of 
Ifri.ni Skydivers Fame dropped 1047 assorted fauna using the f ble I1fethod. This was over a 
four da;y period and takes some doing when you are on your own. 

For those of you not familiar with the Fble llfethod, abrief description :b..ere may 
help • A Telescopic Fble of whatever height you fancy, around 30 to 40ft or 1 0 or 12 
Metres is agreat height to a Kid, is set up and Guyed with one line. opposite this gu.y 
line a triangular set up is run up to a pulley at the top of the pole. attach a dropper 
and you are in business. The fauna supplied by the usual horde of anklebi ters are drop
ped via loop-on alreaqy deployed Chutes and another variation is to drop Fauna on elast 
ic so they BW'lgee Jump. The Fble I.Jethod is Ace for no-wind/limited space situations. 

As Dons 1047 were not dropped from a Kite they },all into El<LISS Catagory III which i s 
the Catch All Catagory (novelty) so :ffi.USS11 BlHIDLI0.'il<l''rt. are pleased to Ratify and recogni
se a New World Record ( Cat3) Nice one Don. 

KIWIS ScJNct 151 .• • · · · • 
And the next World Record, right in here please ....••• 

On March 20th 1994 at the New Zealand Kite Fest a t ;i. i zra A.ir Base, Christchurch, N. z. 
a new Catagory II (Dump) was posted when 151 Bears were Dumped on Chutes. At this ti
me we have no other details than the above, hopefully as and when, we can do the bizzo 
and Ratify this New Viorld Record. 

Gordon Bennett ,have the Yanks gorn Cannibal again ? An advert( via Theodore Edward 
O'Bear) says FRESH TEDDY BEAR BREAD, SEEKS IDVING HOME .••••• Ye Gods, Each 2lb Loaf is 
hand baked to order from the finest naturel ingredients by Mama Bears Kitchen • Wait 

. for it ••• Chose from two hearty or should that be heartless varieties. Grizzly (grisly) 
is a whole wheat with Honey and 1/folasses, and Honey is asweet apple and raison , Yuk, 
and wait for it , they ship second day Air and they oncy want 28 bucks a loaf ••••••• 

Yoo wot, 12 nicker or IIX)re even for a loaf of bread,sodding hell, it would be 
cheaper to eat the bleeding cake ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 



1 NO~ AI ITY FCJ/l.J.( 
~ P06UStle(> tAl 
c.ow P~TJIIU rH£ 
Sr141ll/IN(; ~ KF :d.i-

SoMME SuRVIVOR UtT~ lf.GRAND. 
Edwin , a tiey Ted who survived the Horror of the 

First World War, sold for an amazing £4,000 at .fhl.llips 
Auctioneers on 2oth Sept 94. 

The 5inch Bear belonged to 2nd Lieutenant Percy 
Kynnersley-Baddeley who carried him from childhood until 
his death at the Battle of the Somme in July 191b. 

Yiu.ch loved Ed.win, with one eye missing and wearing a 
tatty ribbon was found in his owners p:>cket and later re
t urned to his widow. l'ITuch intrest was shown i n Bdwin at 
the Auction and af'ter brisk bidding he was knocked down 
for Four thousand pounds, a fitting price for a Hero. 

LOST THE PUJT ? F£eD -rHG HO/l5£ 

AAARRGGHHHHH •••• • We 1 re having trouble getting our 
head round this one. Coercion. •• Indemnity •• Gentl.Jr. 

Gordon Bennett are they raving mad or wot. 
Are the Fauna of the Starving Equus going soft? 

We ca.rm:>t believe it, we always 

z THE O~SIGNEP FAUNA ~EING OF SOONV MIND DO ~EREBY 
SOLEMNLY OE<l.ARE THAT Z AM PERFORMING THIS ACT OF MY <M'N 
FREE WILL ANO l"HAT NO FORM OF (QERCION <tN<.LUDtNG READIES ANO 
XXXXJ HAS ~EN APPLIEO ~ ANY ~~OME'. 

thought that they we
re as rough, tough 
and 1 orrible as the 
rest of us. 

Are they insinuating 
that we have tci> be out 
of our heads on barley 
IX>P before we go aloft 
to terrorise Humes? 

:r ONOERSTANO -mAT THE AFOREMEN'nONf.O 'HOMES' \NILL 00 1l4EIR 
~T TO LAND M£ GENltY ACCORDING TO THE ROLES OF BMJ:~ 
ON TERRA AR~. FURTHERMORE. 1' \A/ill HOLD NO GROOGE 
AGAINST 1l4EM S~OOLD ll-tts ACT RESULT IN THE OREAOEP ROMAH 
GAHDL,, raft lARH& mll. UffUCP"ftD 
lfllii'MAL OR lflli MXDDLi GF A IU'ft.ll. 

Mind you, I supp:Jse 
a..n;v fauna worth their 
salt would' nt mind a 
pawfull of readies, 
but at the ~vilSS H,Q. 
that would be a dead 
loss as tha B.O.F. is 
skint. 

~&H'i.D: ......... -....... ............................ DAft: ................................ ~~o • •••• •••• • 

Da Bears. via Theodore .Ldwa.r d O'Hows Yer Fa.rva, this advert 
for what are tenned Da Dears, could be just the thing for 
those Dropniks who must have everything, espesh as Chrimbo 
is just around the corner ( it must be, our local shop has 
hac Chrimbo Cardson sale since June) For phone shoppers t he No : is 1-800-888- 30-Gb(U.S.A. ) 

LOQK..QV[ ... it's "Da Bedrs''! Here's a furry friend 
just right for eYel')'ODe on your Cbrlstmaa list. 
n- guys have provided lots of fun for all of us here at the Guide. Everybody's got a differ· 
ant favorite ... 'SOITle go for Bobby Biker Bear, some for Freddy Fireman Bear, others for Petey 
Policeman Bear. When you put 'em together they make quite a group. (Kind of looks like my 20th
year Class Reunion. Except all these guys still have their hair, and there's not a beer belly in the 
bunch.) Each 16", honey-colored bear Is made of acrylic fur and cotton that's non-aller
genic, flamEHetardent and meets all child safety standards. Their professional un~orms 
include shoes or boots, so they can stand on their awn. plus the other accessories you see in 
the picture. All clothes are removable for washing. Petey Policeman Seal's holster is empty. for 
child safety. Imported. Hey .. . they're cute, cuddly and they'll never eat YOUR porridge. Give 

one to the burly buck In your life ... he 
might just cuddle up to tt (when you're 
not looking). 

RS-9537 · Freddy Fireman Bear } 
AS-9538 · Petey Pofoceman Bear Your 
AS-9532 • Danny Desert Camo Bear Choice 
RS-9533 • Jimmy Jungle'Camo Bear 
RS-9534 . Bobby Biker Bear S 26 99 
RS-9535 · Marty Marine Bear 
RS-9536 . Ned Navy Bear 

1a Only the BEST-OF-THE-BEST _VALUES ... mON-CIAD GUARANTEE! 



CHILTERN KITE GROUP 
ANNOUNCElVIENT 

J>ltCJAIK£N PAVE, 
SCHIZOIO ? 

OR OOPP5L&IfNGM. 

We would wish to state publicly-that the disgraceful David Bear featured recently in various articles has no 
involvement with the C.:k.G. and must not be associated with the D Bear nurtured and conveyed by Mike and 
Ann long standing C.KG. members. 

It is of great concem that we see this David Bear, tiecoming notorious, talked of up and down the country 
belonging to an adjacent kite group not reputed for feeding their animals,Uust look at the state of their mascot) 
we trust and require no connection be made with our D Bear. 

We are content that the bear (David Bear)of questionable morals be associated with the W.H.KF. we 
distance ourselves from this alleged dishonourable grizzly. 

Our D Bear is a charming, fine upstanding bear of impeccable reputation and President ofthe Toody Fan 
Club, who is , fi·equently,to be found clasping a receptacle which may be mistaken for a beverage container, 
but is in fact, used to collect for the provision of destitute and fallen bears, and other charitable causes. 

Our D Bear,who recently retumed from a C.KG. antipodean away day, and featured in a photograph in our 
last newsletter with C.KG. founder members Hilda and Neville Pitfield who were nominated in our five 
yearly rota for overseas flying locations sensibly chosen an at home. We were delighted and pleased that four 
of our members were able to attend. 

It was reported D bear's behaviour waos a credit to becu·kind fitting cutd in keeping with a11 overseas 
ambassador ofthe C.KG. 

Hells Bells, when we saw this announcement by the 
Chiltern Kite Group we were Gobsma.cked. Can it be that 
one of the Stars in the Froth off the Beer .Af'fair is 
leading a double life? 

How come the leading Lush of the Bl!J:SS can carry 
off an act of stone cold sobriety when on parade with 
the chiltern IOOb, yet display all the boozy traits that 
we koow and love whem hes mingling with the Starving 
Horse Kite Flyers and the BrightonPissed as a Pudden 
Kite Flyers. How does he do it Stanley? 

Is our Dave Schizoid? or does he employ a double? 
Maybe all this long term Boozing has led to a sort of 
Cloning situation and the Clone is the exact opposite 
of the original. 

If this is what has happened then the implications 
are pretty serious especially if were to affect Humes 
The mind boggles at the thought of hordes of lookalike 
stome cold sober Kiters, think about it. Its ghastly, 
could you handle a seeming El Presidente Sl<y Bums re
fusing his normal. crate of falling down liquid? OOO:HH, 
its frightening, I dont like it ••••••••••••••••• 

IS THIS M~e? 
Ofl. Tll£ CLfJN£ . 

As ever, Your News, Views and any old Kite and Parabear Crap, you wa.nna. get rid of, 
to •••• The Tedeytorial , c/o The Boring Old Fart, 48. I..e.urel Lane, West ~ayton, 

Middx, UB7 .7TY. U.K. Cheers ••••••••••••• 





Summer, what Summer? Looking back didn't you get 
the impression that the weather seemed to conspire 
against every major Kite Festival this year? lt was either 
flat calm or too windy or just plain wet! None seem to 
have been blessed with what we normally expect at 
Kite Festivals & attendances rave been down at nearly 
all- I hear stall-holders & organisers commenting alike 
on this although I find myself wondering whether there 
are too many Festivals with the same (old) attractions 
(the Public gets quickly bored), but anyway;-

Materials- at the start of the year we mostly sold ready 
made kites, but as the year has crept on our materials 
sales have soared. So, we prepared a new materials list 
in a slightly more logical order than the old one! I 
suppose the increased interest in DIY kite-making could 
be put down to the somewhat high price tags some 
imported kites have and a general feeling that it can't 
be too hard to make a kite. lt isn't. What is hard is de
signing a kite from scratch that flies well- stick to pub
lished plans and you are probably OK (and when you 
phone we'll know what you are talking about) . 

Beman- Beman carbon fibre shafts are now available 
from us in the standard 32.5" length in 5, 5.5, 5.9 & 
6.35mm diameters in the light, pro-comp & strong 
grades (as available). We also have connectors and 
fittings for these sizes (the story of the 6.35mm ferrule is 
a long & torturous one!). 

Bobks- the recession has seen off many kite books and 
publishers seem slightly loathe to commit to new titles. 
However, older titles have become available on the re
mnant market at bargain prices- check your local 
clearance shop. In new books, Paul & Helene M organ's 
book is now available again (but in paperback) & Stunt 
Kites 11 by Nop Velthuisen and Servaas van der Horst is 
now here. Unfortunately there have appear to have 
been many a slip between author and published book in 
Stunt Kites 11 and we now include a corrections sheet 
with every copy. There is also a computer disc available 
to support this book, but I have had problems with the 
programs so at present we are not selling it. 

Fabric- Well, if you want to buy cheaper, second grade 
fabric then we'll sell you cheaper, second grade fabric! 

Actually, the only problems with second grade fabric -
usually concerns long term durability- I have found two 
major failings in this sort of fabric- in fluorescent colours 
you can literally lose 75% of the mechanical tear 
strength after about 1 00 hours sun exposure and in re
dyed colours (dark blues/black) sometimes the coating 
will set solid and your flexible ripstop resembles a piece 
of stiff cardboard! Not all 2nds does this, but if it does 
happen the time invested in making your kite is totally 
wasted. While we ca1_1not absolutely guarantee against 
this in the fabric we sell (no-one honestly could} we do 
have better than 18 years experience in handling 
practically every sort of ripstop there is (or was) and 
can spot the obviously suspect. 

Martin Lester- Last call for Flamingos, Canadian Geese, 
Japanese Cranes, American Bald Eagle and possibly 
one or two others in Martin's range of kites. Martin has 
just told me that these models will be discontinued at 
the end of this year and thus no more. If you want one 
we still have a few of each and they would make most 
excellent investments Christmas presents for that 
awkward so & so in your life. 

Stunt Kites- nothing much to say about stunt kites
they went nowhere this year- colours changed, but 
nothing else. They still look the same and fly the same. 
However some of the people who fly them have got a 
lot better and are now beginning to fly the kite and 
not search after the Holy Grail of the ultimate stunt kite. 

Mailing List-We update our catalogues about four times 
a year and to date have never operated a mailing list. If 
you would like to join our fledgling list please·write and 
let us know (I was thinking of including the occasional 
special offer in with the mailing so you now have a slight 
incentive to write) . 

What Next- I was amused to see a three line kite and a 
computer stunt kite simulation offered for sale this year
all things we have offered in jest in past "ads". Well, how 
about the "Visualiser• TM- a pair of wide angle sunglasses 
to allow you to see 180 degrees of the sky of the sky for 
improved Team flying or Rokkaku fighting. I leave it to 
the entrepreneurs out there ........ .. . 

The Kite Store Ltd, 48 Neal Street, London WC2H 9PA 

Tel; 071 836 1666 Fax; 071 836 2510 
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